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/ABSTRACT
This report presents the results of work on tPe modeling of com-
munication receivers at both the circuit detail level and at the block
level. The largest effort was devoted to developing new models at the
block modeling level. The available effort did not permit full develop-
ment of all of the block modeling concepts envisioned, but idealized
blocks were developed for signal sources, a variety of filters, limiters,
amplifiers, mixers, and demodulators. These blocks were organized into
an operational computer simulation of communications receiver circuits
identified as the Frequency And Time Circuit Analysis Technique (FATCAT).
The simulation operates in both the time and frequency domains, and per-
mits output plots or listings of either frequency spectra or time wave-
forms from any model block. Transfer between domains is handled with
a fast Fourier transform algorithm.
A separate block model effort was devoted to developing block models
for use with the circuic simulation MIMIC.
Two efforts in modeling at the circuit detail level were also car-
ried out. One of these demonstrated the feasibility of interfacing the
time-domain analysis program CIRCUS with a frequency-domain analysis pro-
gram to provide a more powerful model. The other effort demonstrated
the use of ECAP to determine input parameters for CIRCUS which are other-
wise difficult to determine.
Computer listings of the software developed and examples of use of
the programs are included.
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This report discusses the results of a one-year effort directed
toward the modeling of communications receivers. This effort followed
a program carried out during the previous year under contract NAS8-20054
in which transmitter modeling was considered. Most of the modeling work
carried out on the former program was directed toward modeling at the
circuit detail level, and the simulation program CIRCUS was used as the
primary analysis tool. Accomplishments under that program have been
documented in previous reports [1,2].
On the current program, modeling of communications receiver circuits
has been carried out on both the circuit detail level and the block model-
ing level, with emphasis on the latter. Several existing circuit simula-
tion programs have been investigated and three of these (CIRCUS, ECAP,
and MIMIC) were used in the modeling efforts reported herein. In addi-
tion, using a block modeling approach, work on a new circuit simulation
program was undertaken and the program was developed to an operational
state that provides a highly useful circuit analysis tool. However, the
present form of the program is far from realizing the potential that the
approach offers.
Two lines of effort were pursued in circuit detail modeling. One of
these was an investigation of the feasibility of interfacing CIRCUS with
some other circuit analysis program which operates in the frequency do-
main, thereby creating a more powerful analysis tool. The other effort
was concerned with using ECAP as a basic tool for providing certain in-
put parameters for CIRCUS which are difficult to determine otherwise.
The results of both investigations were promising.
The need for interfacing CIRCUS with some other program arises from
th_ fact that CIRCUS operates entirely in the time domain. Processing
of signals requires step-by-step integration of the time function. Such
a procedure is necessary when dealing with nonlinear portions of a cir-
cuit; when linear circuits with known transfer functions are involved,
the effect of the circuit is much more readily computed in the frequency
domain. Thus a model with the capability of processing nonlinear circuits
in the tim_ domain, and linear portions in the frequency domain would be
very attractive. Since CIRCUS is a very powerful time domain simulation,
it would provide a good starting point for creating a two-domaln model
if it could be successfully interfaced with a frequency domain model.
The investigations conducted were really in the nature of feasibil-
ity investigations. Methods were developed for extracting the computed
time functions from CIRCUS, converting them to the frequency domain, and
displaying either time or frequency functions. This work is discussed
in Section II and all software developed in this effort is listed in
Appendices A and B.
The work with ECAP was directed toward using the a-c analysis cap-
abilities of ECAP to investigate circuit parameter effects on the trans-
fer functions of certain circuits, and thereby determine suitable para-
meter values for entry into CIRCUS. There are certain parameters requir-
ed in specifying circuits to CIRCUS which are not easily estimated. One
example is the values of coupling coefficients in coupled circuits. Un-
less reasonably good values for these parameters can be determined prior
to entry into CIRCUS, interpreting the program's output may be very near-
ly impossible if it runs; sometimes the program will not even operate if
the values are unrealistic.
The investigations reported herein show that ECAP is a useful too]
for determining parameter values in many cases. Details of the investi-
gation are also discussed in Section II.
The major effort in this program was devoted to circuit models based
on a block modeling (as opposed to circuit detail modeling) approach.
The block modeling work can also be divided into two lines of effort.
The primary effort was devoted to developing models for circuit blocks
and combining them to create an entirely new simulation program. The
other effort consisted of investigating the use of the simulation pro-
gram MIMIC in modeling circuits with feedback loops on a block modeling
basis.
Development of the new simulation program was directed toward model-
ing each subsystem (mixers, filters, amplifiers, etc.) as a single block
in order to obtain an efficient program for rapid analysis of communica-






in both the time and frequency domains. A representation o_ the signal
is stored in a complex data array, and all processing blocks operate on
this array. The array contents at any given time may be either a dis-
crete spectrum representing the frequency function, or data points repre-
senting samples of a time waveform. The array contents are transformed
from one domain to another as needed by a fast Fourier transform (FFT)
algorithm.
The block model for each subsystem can be modeled in either the time
domain or the frequency domain. Blocks have been created for signal
sources, a variety of filters, mixers, limiters, amplifiers, and demodu-
lators. Other needed software was developed to create an operational
simulation identified as the Frequency and Time Circuit Analysis Tech-
nique (FATCAT). Control software was designed for conversational opera-
tion from a real time computer terminal; it is readily adaptable to
batch processing, however.
The program was developed and completely implemented on a Univac-
1108 computer at Georgia Tech. Required modifications were then made to
adapt the program to a SIGMA-5 computer at Marshall Space Flight Center.
The program is discussed in Section III and descriptions and listings of
all software for the Univac-ll08 version are given in Appendix C. List-
ings of the SIGMA-5 versions of those routines requiring modification
are given in Appendix D.
Although the version of FATCAT presented here was brought to an opera-
tional state and has proved to be a highly useful simulation, it is by
no means the ultimate simulation of its type. Many ideas exist for im-
proving the program which could not be investigated during the time avail-
able. Ideas for improvement include changes to upgrade some of the exist-
ing model blocks, creation of new model blocks, and odditional features
that could be added to the control software which would make the simula-
tion even easier to use. Some specific examples of improvements that
should be developed are pointed out in Section IIID.
The other block modeling effort carried out under this program made
use of the simulation program MIMIC, a dynamic system simulation program.
MIMIC accepts user inserted "models" in the form of equations, and this
feature was investigated as a method of modeling circuit blocks. The in-
vestigation is discussed in Section IV.
J
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II. MA_MATICAL MODELING OF COMMUNICATIONS CIRCUITS
ON A CIRCUIT DETAIL BASIS
Interfacing CIRCUS and the FFT




One of the major efforts related to circuit detail modeling
was devoted to interfacing CIRCUS with other programs so that frequency
domain representations of signals could be obtained. CIRCUS itself
operates entirely in the time domain. Processing the signal requires
step-by-step integration, often with very small steps. Although the
process can be time consuming, it is a good method for performing analy-
ses that must be performed in the time domain, such as analyzing non-
linear circuits or calculating the transient response of any circuit.
If only the steady state solution is desired for linear circuits,
frequency domain analysis can be applied. Since frequency domain analy-
sis is generally much less time consuming, and also since the steaoy
state response is of prime interest in most circuit investigations, it
would be preferable to analyze linear circuits in the frequency domain.
However, entire equipments (such as a communications r_ceiver) cannot
usually be analyzed entirely in the frequency domain since they usually
contain nonlinearities. The ideal solution would be to have an analysis
program that operates in both domains and to have the ability to trans-
fer from one domain to another.
The investigation reported here was directed toward investigating
the possibility of combining circuit detail models which operate in the
two domains, and thus create a single more powerful model with more effi-
cient opezation. The job of actually creating such a model was beyond
the scope of thi8 investigation, and only a feasibility study has been
conducted.
Specifically, the task undertaken was to develop an interface with
CIRCUS which would permit extraction of computed time waveforms. These
signals could then be operated on with a fast Fourier transform (FFT) to
obtain frequency domain representations of the signals. Such an inter-
face has been constructed, along with some supporting software that
permits recovery of the CIRCUS-generatedsignals, transforming between
domains, and output of results. Details of the interface and soitware
are described below, followed by sample runs.
2. Description of Interface and Software
For purposes of this feasibility study, the modifications made
internally in CIRCUS were kept to a minimum. The immediate objective
was to gain access to the computed time waveform data points, and to
write these into a file external to CIRCUS so that the data would be
stored when the run terminated. Other software was then constructed to
access the stored data file and process it.
After examining several of the CIRCUS subroutines, it appeared that
the desired data could be obtained easily by constructing a subroutine
to be called by the PLOT statement. As a working procedure, subroutine
PLOTER was disabled (by commenting out its call in subroutine LINK6A),
and a new subroutine, PLTDTA, was constructed to extract the data.
PLTDTA writes the data out on one of the FORTRAN output units (currently
set at 19) and then terminates. This form of modification permitted
testing without the necessity of revi_ing the CIRCUS command structure.
The PLOT statement could be used to specify the outputs wanted, and out-
puts from as many nodes as desired could be obtained. Thus the changes
in CIRCUS were limited to construction of PLTDTA plus minor modifications
to LINK6A. The modifications made in LINK6A were (I) deleting the calls
to PLOTER by inserting comments on llne, and (2) inserting calls to
PLTDTA at the appropriate point. Listings of PLTDTA and the modified
version of LINK6A are given in Appendix A.
The output generated by PLTDTA consists of two parameters and three
arrays. In order these are: (i) the parameter NPNT speclfying the num-
ber of points per data set; (2) the parameter NPLOTS specifying the num-
ber of data sets to be outputed; (3) the array TIME containing NPNT
entries of the times corresponding to output data points; (4) the array
PLOT containing NPLOTS sets of output data, each consisting of NPNT




called for in the PLOT statement;* and (5) the array TITLE containing
the title of the run (not used by the current version of the interface
program).
In using the program, the modified version of CIRCUS is run with a
PLOT statement included that has a list of the variables to be written
out. When the computations are finished the CIRCUS run is terminated.
The interface program can then be activated to call the data file and
operate on it; the call is non-destructive and the same data file can
be processed many times by the interface program.
There is one specific requirement that the user must be aware of
and provide for. The FFT is designed to work only with data sets of N
points where N is a power of two (N = 2IGAM, where IGAM is an integer).
Since the theory underlying the FFT requires that it be applied only
to periodic signals, the user must pre-determine the period of the out-
put waveform to be generated by CIRCUS. The period must then be divided
by the chosen value of N (with N = 2IGAM) to determine the time step
at which outputs will be generated. This procedure insures that exactly
N consecutive outputs will represent exactly one period of the output
wave form.
While the time step size must be carefully determined, the overall
time interval for which outputs are generated is not critical. More
than N points can be outputed so long as exactly N consecutive points
represent one period. In general it will be desirable to output more
than N points so that if the first few contain transient effects they
can be discarded.
The interface program, PLT, is used to access the data file and dis-
play the data in either the time domain or the frequency domain. Display
capabilities include printed listings and plotted time waveforms or fre-
quency spectra. Two types of plot routines are available, printer type
plots (scaled not to exceed 72 columns so that they can be disolayed by
a teletype terminal), and Calcomp plots (frequency spectra only).
This llst can contain any of the output variables specified in the CIRCUS
users manual [3].
\
In the next section a specific example of using the program is
shown, and the overall operatio,t is further exaplined. A listing of all
software used in the program is given in Appendix B.
3. Example of Usin_ the CIRCUS-Frequenc Y Domain
Interface Program
Consider the simple transistor feedback amplifier shown in
Figure i. This amplifier, when operating in its linear region, would
have a gain approximately equal to the ratio of the collector to emitter
resistances. The drive has been set to a level such that the amplifier
operates in a nonlinear region, theyby producing distortion in the out=
put signal. A sample execution of the CIRCUS-frequency domain interface
program for this circuit is presented to demonstrate the capabilities of
the program.
Before executing CIRCUS, the file to accept the time waveform data
from CIRCUS must be declared and linked to logical unit 19. The setup
on the Univac-ll08 is as follows:
@ASG,A PFILE.
_USE 19, PFILE
PFILE could be either a tape file or a mass storage file; as used here
it is a Fastrand (mass storage) file. Execution of CIRCUS with a plot
statement containing the data to be plotted will write these data on
PFILE. An execution of CIRCUS for the simple circuit shown in Figure I
is shown in Figure 2.
To use the transform and plotting program PLT, the file containing
the CIRCUS data must be assigned to the run by the statements:
LdASG,A PFILE.
LdUSE 19, PFILE
The conmmnd to execute the plotting program produces several messages
relative to the number and size of the data sets generated in CIRCUS and
to the number of points in a transform. Figure 3 shows a sample execu-


























"SINGLE STAGE TEST CIhCUIT*
HI, l, fi• I00.
riP, 3, 7• 8._E3
M3, 0• 3• 2.2E3
R4, _, 7, I.E3
k5, 5, 6, 68.
k6, 0, 6• 270.
Cl • 2, 3, I *E-B
C2, 0• 6, I.E-6
VSI, O, 7* I_*
TI, 3* 4, b, _N697
SVI• 0, l, 0., 0.5, 0.• e.E-6
DEVICE PA[_AMETE_S
T_IANSISTO}i, 2N697, NPN*
RB• 70.• t_C• 1.5, rOE, *001* Al• 514.E-12,
PHI1, .9, NI• *37* A_-• 30*3E-lfi, PHI2* .9,
Np, -36• IES, 4.47E-14, ICS# 2*fiaE-13, THE'I'AN* 38.t_,
'[HETA I, 35.5
BN, 0.* I.E-5• l*• 68*
BI• 0.* l.E-5• l** 4.7




PrIINT, VNI• VN2, VN_• IBTI• ICTI





Figure 2. Execution of CIRCUS for Test Circuit,
lO









































































































VN2 VN4 IBTI ICTI





•414 2 .I 7 3.399-04
.354 2.15 -I • 160-04
.241 2.84 -5.401 -04
4.633-02 b.76 -3.996-04
-. 144 _.46 -2.984-04
-.306 I0.6 -2. lq_-04
-.420 II .7 -I .022-04
-.466 I 1.9 3.461-06
-.436 I I .9 6.266-05
-.343 1 1 .4 1 .624-04
-.201 9.95 2.523-04
-2.918-02 7.91 3.838-04
•145 5.72 4.551 -04
•_96 3.77 4 •886-04
•400 2.40 4 •7914-014
•431 2 •19 5 •303 -04
.z,I_' _ • l "I 3.332-04
•355 2.15 -I .228-04
• 240 2.90 -5.305-04
4.604-02 5.79 -3.955-04
-. I#44 8-49 -2.976-04
-.306 10.6 -2.141-04
-.419 I I .7 -I .013-04
-.466 12.0 2.67_-06
-.435 II.9 6.238-05







• 415 2 -17 3.278-04
•356 2.15 -I .271-04
• 239 2.9q -_._32-04
4.583-02 5.82 -3.925-04
-. I_4 8.50 -2.970-04
-.306 10.6 -2.139-0zi
-.419 11 .7 -I .007-04
-.465 I_.0 2.095-06
-.435 II .9 6.217-05
-.342 I I .4 I .609-04
-.200 9.98 2.812-04
-2.89_-02 7 -95 3.827-04






















































"SINGLE S%AGE TE_i CIftCUIT"
T IK£ _NI VN_ _N4
(USEC)
6.250 .354 ._96 3.80
6.375 .462 .400 2.43
6.500 .500 .ll3_ 2.19
6-625 .462 .415 2.17
6.750 .354 ,356 _.15
6.875 .191 .239 2.97
7.000 1 .005-06 4.567-02 5.84
7.125 -.191 -.144 8.52
7.250 -.35_ -.306 10.6
7.375 -.#i6'_ -.419 I I ,7
7.500 -,500 --465 12.0
7.6'-'5 -.462 -.435 I I .9
7.750 -.354 -,342 11 .4
7.875 -.191 -.20b 9.99










-I .310-04 9.851 -03
-5 . 176-04 9.028-03
-3. 901 -04 6.157 -03
-_. 965-0a 3.481 -03
-2 . 137-04 I .397-03
-I.002-0/4 _,611-04
I .661-06 4.468-05
6._01 -05 8.331 -05
I • 60t4-08t 5.908-0q






1HE N[_MP_P OF POINT. c PEP F'PT_ SET = 65
1HE NIH_E_ OF DOIN1F I F_[ IN _ TPhNSFOPM =
THE NI_IP_P OF D_T_ SET.':- = 5
FNTFP (_ FOP PPIN3 OF I)/_TA SE'[ FROM CIPCU5
EN'rEP PLI'F PPT_ _1' NL_BEP bOP PI-_Ef_ PEN
FNIEP MINIMS DhTh SET NI_PE_ FOP TIM_ F£N
ENIFF (_ FOP TIM} LIFTING 0P E'h3h SI_T NIHB]_R
TIMI-
P_. P_PP I • PFPP- P7 P. 5_Pf_- I_7 3.75_¢ _- P7
7.5_88- _7 _. 75_P- P7 I. PSFS-_6 l- lP58- P6
1. 5@PP-_6 I. 6P5_-_6 I. 75_fl-P6 l • F475_- _6
_- _5_-P6 P. 375P- P6 P. 5_(_- P6 P. 6p56_ ° _,
3.88_'- P6 3. I P58-86 .'_.P5_8- _6 .'_..']75_- _6
3.75_8-_ 3. R75P- P6 z_. 8PPS- 86 Z;. I_5@- 86
/4. 588_-P6 z_. 6_58- 86 z_. 7588-86 zl. F_75P- 86
5. P58_-80 5. _75_- P6 5. 58_(_- 86 5. 6P5_- P6
6. PPP(_- P6 6. |P F_- _6 6. P5¢_8- P6 6. 9756_- _6
6. 7588- _6 6. R75@- P6 7.8_@8- 86 7. I PF@- 86
7. 588S-_6 7.6_5_- _6 7.75_-6_6 7.R758-P6
£NTEP (_ FOP PPINT 0F DPTP FET P_OM CIPCt,_
PNIER PL(_$ t'_pl_ SE'[ Nt_IPFP ]_OP FP_,O FCN
ENqEP MINUS [,P3P F_T N(_IPER FOR TIMI: F CN
e
FNTEP _ FOP TIM_ LIFTING OP E'ATA SE'[ NIHPEP
3
[,hTP SET NIHPEP 3
6.O¢6S+¢_ 5. 593a+¢8 3. 736P+S_ P. 3R 16+_P
!. lO5_+P| l. lqP5+8! 1. 137R+_! O.9a65+88
3.7717+¢¢ P.a_lT+_ 2. Iqal+¢_ P. 1675+_¢
I._Fql+_l I. 173P+6_1 !. IO5_+_1 I. Iq 14+_!
P. ! 4_6÷_ P.O7 17+Pa 5. sz_35+aa _. 51q5+¢¢
I. lq55+P! 1, IOI7+81 I° 148q+_! q,qRql+PP
ENTFR (_ FOP PRINT OF [_PTP SI_T FFOM CIRCUS
ENTi_R PLieS DPlP SI,'[ NUHPEP FOP PREP PCN



































P, _ I 50+ _P
O.O7_P+P@
P. 1670+ _f_





THI_ TIM_ FI,NCTION = _.o(_e(_-o6 skC
PHINI, (_IO FOP CALCOMP PLOTs OR (_el FOP 1T v PL(} T







PPINTs _!_ FOP CALCOMP PLOT, OP ¢_1 FOP TTv PLO T
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q. q 6/42+ @(_ O. 888_
5.7 36R+ 8@ 8. @@_81
9.4 1 50+ 8181 _. 888@
9. ! qzJ5+ S@1 _. _PPP
P. 1677+ 86_ _. 818181(_
P. q 3oa+ (_ @1.8t_@1(_
5. P_' lq+ o_p O. _@@1@1
I. (_50 I+81 @1. _@1_@
1. 173_+@1 (_. 81_@P
I. I¢) 54+@! @. @1_88
l. 1914+_II _. @1@1pI@
I. 1481+@I _I. @88@1
9 •O 7R P+ 818 81._I8181{_
7.0/452+@@ @. _¢81
5.7 5 ]/4+ _@1 I_. _IP_I8
3.8 @PR÷ @1@ 8, 8@(_@
9,/427 2+ @18 @1,_@18@1
P. !q48+$_8 _. _plp1_l
P. 167q÷81_I @1. p_pl_@1
P. l 4R6+81_ I_. @1@1_@1
I. 173q+81 pI._@1_
1. Iq 55+@11 (_. 8888
i. 1917+@11 8. @1@1@1@1
I. laSq+PI 8, PI_
@ FOP PPINT OF L_/_I_ S_T FPOM CI_Ct, S
PLD5 P._T_ _Eq NI_IPEP FOP PPEO I. CN

































after execution begins indicate a data set size of 65s the number of
points in a transform to be 32, and the number of data sets to be 5
(these correspond to the 5 variables in the PLOT statement, see Figure
2). A message set then follows which requests the entry of an integer,
a zero for print of a data set, a positive data set number for output
of the frequency function, or a negative data set number for output of
the time function.
The example shows the entry of a zero followed by another zero in
answer to the next question, thus indicating data set number 0 (the time
listing). Ibis is followed by the 65 entries from CIRCUS making up data
set O. After the printing of these data is complete, the original ques-
tions pertaining to the data desired are repeated as shown in the example
of Figure 3. This time a print of data set 3, the node 4 output volt-
age, from CIRCUS was requested.
The next response was a +3 requesting the frequency domain repre-
sentation of data set number 3. The program then requests the value of
ISTART, an integer specifying the starting index for the 32 values to be
used in the transform. Care should be exercised to insure that ISTART
is never greater than the number of points in the data set minus the num-
ber of points required for a transform; otherwise, the transform data
will be taken from two adjacent data sets (or partially from an adjacent
storage area) and the transform will be meaningless.
After entry of the value of ISTART, the period of the time function
is displayed. This display occurs only on the first call for either a
time function or a frequency function.
Next a statement _elatlve to the type output desired is displayed.
The code for response to this statement is I00 for print, 010 for Cal-
comp plot, and 001 for teletype plot. The example shows a request for
print, followed by a printing of the 32 values of the frequency function
obtained from the original data set number 3 starting at array element
number 32. The three output types may be called individually, in pairs,
or all at one time. For example, responding with 111 would generate
printed output, a Calcomp plot, and a teletype plot of the specified data
set. The response lOl would produce printed output and a teletype plot.
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After execution of the print command in the example of Figure 3,
the program cycles back to the first set of questions and asks again for
the entry of a O, or plus or minus a data set number. The response
in the example of -3 indicates a request for the time waveform of
data set number 3. Next, in response to the questions generated by the
program, ISTART is specified as 32, and an output type of I00 (printed
output) is entered by entry of the number I00. This is followed by a
print of the 32 data points which would be input to the FFT had a fre-
quency function been called. These 32 points are from data set 3, start-
ing at element number 32 and ending at element number 63. This provision
fo_ selecting any 32 consecutive points desired from a 65 point data set
allows the first part of the data to be skipped when it contains a tran-
sient response.
After execution of the given command _he program again responds with
a request for output data type desired. The example of Figure 3 shows a
request for the frequency function of data set 3 starting with data set
element number 32 and for a teletype plot of these data by entry of 001
to the request for output type. The program next asks for entry of FLO,
the lowest frequency desired in the plot. This can be any frequency com-
patible with the size of the stored frequency function. Entry of this
frequency is followed by a request for entry of FHI, the highest frequency
desired in the teletype plot. Entry of these two frequencies satisfies
the requirements of the program and a plot is produced on the teletype
as shown in the example of Figure 4. The ordinate of the plot is dis-
played horizontally and is calibrated in decibels with automatic scaling.
The abscissa of the plot appears vertically (along the teletype paper)
and can be any length. This axis along the paper is the frequency axis
extending from =he FLO to FHI specified.
Completion of the teletype plot again generates the request for the
output data desired which in the example is answered by a -3, a request
for the time function of data set number 3. Again the request for ISTART
is responded to with a 32 and a teletype plot is requested by entry of
001. Since a time plot has been specified, the program requests that the
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The data array available for the time plot is contained in an array
having the length of the transform array specified (in this case 32).
Any stopping value up to the maximum length of the array may be speci-
fied (in this case 32). The entry shown is 32. The next request by
the program is that for NJUMP which specifies the number of points
skipped in the array between points plotted. This allows skipping
points between plotted points and is a very useful feature when large
data arrays are processed. In the example shown the transform data
array size is small and the value of N_P is entered as I. The out-
put is shown in Figure 5 which displays the time waveform of the ampli-
fier output.
The last request illustrated is that for a Calcomp plot. The
Calcomp plotting routines and methods used for setting up the plot
files are probably unique with the Georgia Tech 1108 computer. Simi-
lar routines and specific control directives should allow the use of
the plotting routines with a minimum of changes at other installations.
The Calcomp frequency plot routine contains as its last instruction a
write statement to write a message "Plot Complete" indicating that the
program has processed the plot routine. The command to generate a Cal-
romp plot of the frequency function is a plus data set number (3 in this
case) followed by ISTART (32) followed by 010. These instructions are
shown in Figure 6, and the resulting plot in Figure 7.
To exit the program, the command @EOF is given. The remaining in-
formation relative to the Calcomp plot and the time to execute the run
is generated by the computer.
B. Use of ECAP for Transfer Function Evaluation
One of the difficulties frequently encountered in the use of CIRCUS
was that of obtaining an accurate representation of a circuit for analy-
sis. If the circuit description presented to CIRCUS is not an accurate
representation of the actual circuit, then the results produced by CIRCUS
will not accurately represent the circuit response. An example of this
type of difficulty is that of entering an interstage bandpass filter
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Figure 6. Request for Calco_p Plot.
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vdevices. Such filters usually have bandwidths wide enough to pass the
significant sldebands of a signal of interest after allowing for such
factors as frequency instability and temperature effects. For CIRCUS
to provide an accurate representation of the circuit response, the trans-
fer function of the filter must meet these bandwidth requirements. Since
CIRCUS determines the circuit response by solving for its time response
(which yields only a time waveform), the transfer characteristics of the
bandpass filter cannot be readily determined from CIRCUS calculations.
In a search for better methods of coping with such problems, other
analysis programs were investigated. Those having an a-c analysis cap-
ability in the frequency domain were of particular interest since the
circuit description could be entered in a manner similar to that used
in CIRCUS. If the computed circuit response was not as desired, adjust-
ments in circuit parameters could be made and the transfer function eval-
uated again. Thus the variation of the transfer function with variation
in the value of circuit parameters could be obtained.
With such an a-c analysis capability, much of the guesswork of
entering a circuit into CIRCUS could be removed. This is not to say
that the response of a filter, for example, is independent of the devices
preceding and following it, but that values of circuit parameters could
be determined to yield the desired filter response. These could then
be adjusted for drive and load impedances, possibly by using CIRCUS to
calculate the impedances presented by the circuit external to the filter.
The analysis program ECAP was selected to be used for the a-c analy-
sis calculations. This selection was based largely on the availability
of ECAP on the Georgia Tech Univae-ll08 computer.
To illustrate the use of ECAP, a fairly complex circuit with a known
response was selected. This circuit was the CCS telemetry bandpass fil-
ter for which calculated and experimentally determined responses have
been previously obtained [I]. A circuit diagram of this filter is shown
in Figure 8 with the input transformer replaced by its "T" equivalent
circuit. The underlined numbers in the figure show the node numbers





















figure as numbers preceded by a "B" and are from left to right and
from top to bottom. The circuit description in the forroat required by
ECAP is shown in Figure 9. The circuit response calculated by ECAP
agreed very closely with that obtained earlier, and is shown in Figure I0
by the "x" points superimposed on the response calculated previously [i].
A sample of the output produced by ECAP is shown in Figure Ii. The
output of ECAP is not easily interpreted. ECAP essentially re-executes
for each new frequency and therefore produces an excessive amount of
superfluous output information. A much easier to interpret output for-
mat would result if the output data were displayed in tabular form.
The ability of ECAP to solve for a transfer function of a circuit
has been demonstrated and a familiarity with the user program interface
was obtained.
C. Conclusions and Recommendations
An interface with the time domain program CIRCUS has been constructed
which al)ows the frequency domain representation of time waveforms gene-
rated with CIRCUS to be produced. These frequency domain representations
of signals are generated by use of the FFT algorithm. In addition, the
capability has been provided for easily obtaining listings of the data
sets obtained from CIRCUS, or for generating Calcomp or teletype, time
or frequency plots of portions of these data sets.
The a-c analysis capabilities of ECAP have been investigated and
found to be a useful tool for accurate preparation of data for input to
programs such as CIRCUS. This a-c analysis capability is particularly
useful in the evaluation of transfer functions.
It is recommended that the capabilities of the two programs, CIRCUS
and ECAP (preferably the latest versions of these programs) be interfaced
such that nonlinear circuits could be handled with CIRCUS and linear cir-
cuits with ECAP. The llnk between the frequency and time domains would
be the fast Fourier transform algorithm. Part of this interface has al-
ready been established with techniques discussed in this section. There
re_ains a need to interface the a-c analysis capabilities of ECAP with
the frequency domain data obtained from CIRCUS. A study should be under-
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Figure 11. Sample of ECAP Output.
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III. MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
ON A BLOCK BASIS
A. General Description
The Frequency and Time Circuit Analysis Technique (FATCAT) is a
computer implemented program for analyzing communications circuits and
is designed on a block modeling approach. Circuits are represented as
a linear collection of sub-assemblies and FATCAT p_ovides a model block
for a variety of sub-assemblies including signal sources, filters, demodu-
lators, amplifiers, limiters, mixers, etc. The program is designed for
use with either remote terminal or batch processing mode. For remote
terminal operation the program is conversational in nature and provides
considerable flexibility to the user. Input statements to specify the
circuit configuration, to direct processing, and to direct output are
given in alphanumeric codes along with numeric specification of para-
meters. The input formats were designed to be relatively simple and easy
to use.
FATCAT is designed for steady-state analysis of circuits in which
the signal flow is sequential; no provision is presently included for
feedback loops. The model is designed to operate in both the time do-
main and the frequency domain. The signal being processed is stored in
a complex array as either a frequency domain representation of the sig-
nal or one complete period of a time wave form. Transition from one
state to another is made using a subroutine which performs a fast Fourier
transform. Each model block was developed in whichever domain was most
convenient for modeling that block. When calling for signal processinB
through any block, the domain representation of the signal which current-
ly exists is checked and, if necessary, the conversion is automatlcally
made. The same automatic conversion is available on output calls; this
permits examining either the time waveform or the frequency spectrum at
the output of any block. Outputs include both printed and plotted values
of the time waveform or the frequency spectrum.
The entire program was developed and implemented on a Unlvac-ll08 at
Georgia Tech. Operation and command structure of the program along with
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examples of using the program are given in the following sections. A
brief description of each software unit along with a program listing is
given in Appendix C.
After development of the program was completed to its present form,
suitable modifications were made to implement it on a SIGMA-5 computer
at Marshall Space Flight Center. Appendix D gives program listings of
those routines that were changed for use on the SIGMA-5.
B. Program Control
Operation of the program is accomplished by giving a sequence of
defined commands, each command being given basically with an alphanumeric
string of 6 or less characters. In most cases other data, usually nu-
meric will follow the basic command.
The set of commands can be broken into several categories (i) input
(block specification) co_mmands, (2) control commands, and (3) special
commands.
After starting execution of the program, the first input command
will either be specification of the first block of the circuit, or one
of two special commands. These two special commands are (I) the ability
to list the command structure of the program, and (2) the ability to
list the input formats for all input commands. These two commands are
provided as a convenience to the remote terminal user and are described
in detail in Section IIIB3.
I. Block Input Commands
Each circuit block is specified with a line entry composed of
the alphanumeric code for that block, followed by the parameters of the
block. The entry items on a llne are separated by commas; no co_ina is
used after the last item. Each block has a specific entry format and
these are described below.
The blocks of a circuit are entered sequentially in the order that
they occur in the circuit. Thereafter they are identified by number,
i.e., the first block entered is block number I, the second is block
\i
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number 2, etc. The block numbers are important in directing processing
and outputs.
Flexibility is provided for the remote terminal user in entering
the blocks. All blocks comprising a circuit may be entered before any
processing takes place, or only part of the blocks may be entered and
processed through before the remaining blocks are entered. The user has
the option of adding new blocks to the end of the input string at any
time (provided the block count does not exceed the maximum allowable num-
ber of blocks, currently set at 20). One additional restriction is that
if a block containing a source frequency (a mixer with a local oscilla-
tor, for example) is to be added after processing has begun, the source
frequency must be chosen to be periodic in the time interval represented
by the ti_e function stored in the data array. This time interval (PERIOD)
is printed out at the beginning of processing so that the choice of a
suitable source frequency should be relatively easy.
a. Sources
?
Two signal source blocks are provided.
signal generator and is called with
SIGGE_, FO, FMOD, AM, PM, FM, A
where
_he first simulates a
FO = carrier frequency (Hz),
FMOD = modulation frequency (Hz),
AM = percent AM modulation,
PM = peak phase deviation (radians),
FM = peak frequency deviation (Hz), and
A = peak amplitude (volts).
The signal generator block provides only sine wave modulation. Com-
binations of AM-PM or AM-FM modulation may be specified, but not PM-FM
(either PM or FM must be zero). As an example, a signal generator with
a carrier frequency of 1.0 MHz, a modulation frequency of I0.0 kHz, 50%
AM modulation plus FMmodulatlon with B = 2, and a peak amplitude of one
volt would be entered as SIGGEN, I.E6, l.E4, 50., 0., 2.E4, I.
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A call for processing this block will generate the appropri=te time
waveform and store it in the data array.
The second signal source is a flat spectrum (impulse time function)
generator specified by
where
FLATSP, AMP, DELF, N
AMP = amplitude of spectrum lines,
DELF = frequency separation of spectral lines (Hz), and
N = array size.
The user specified values of DELF and N determine the overall frequency
spread of the spectrum being produced and hence determines the period of
the impulse function being represented. When using FLATSP, the usual
computation of the array size and period is not used. The actual value
of N that is used will be a power of 2; if the input N is not a power of
2, it will be auto_atically raised to meet this requirement. (Example:
if N = 500 is specified, N = 512 will be used.)
b. Filters
Eleven different filter blocks are included which simulate the
action of Butterworth, Tchebysheff, and synchronously tuned filters in
low pass, high pass, bandpass, and (except for sync tuned) band stop con-
f.gur_tions. Since the input statements are similar, the commands will
be grouped by types and the inputs for Butterworth, Tchebysheff, and
synchronously tuned filters of each type given in that order. The com-
mands for low pass filters are:
BWLOWP, FC, NR
CHLOWP, FC, NR, EPSDB
SYNLP, FC, NR
where
FC = corner frequency (Hz),
NR = number of filter sections, and
EPSDB - Tchebysheff rlpple factor in decibels.
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!The inputs for high pass filters are:
BWHIP_ FC, NR
CHHIP, FC, NR, EPSDB
SYNHP, FC, NR
where the parameters are identical to those defined for low pass filters.
The inputs for bandpass filters are:
BWBNDP, FO, BW, NR
CHBNDP, FO, BW, NR, EPSDB
SYNBP, FO, BW, NR
where
FO = center frequency (Hz),
BW = total bandwidth (Hz), (3 dB bandwidth for synchronous and
Butterworth filters and ripple amplitude bandwidth for
Tchebyscheff filters),
NR = number of filter sections, and
EPSDB = Tchebysheff ripple factor in decibels.
The inputs for band stop filters are:
BWBSTP, FO, BW, NR
CHBSTP, FO, BW, NR, EPSDB








FO = center frequency (Hz).
d. Other Blocks







An amplifier is specified with
Gain = amplifier gain in dB.
A limiter is specified with
LIM, CL, CH, GL
CL = low clipping level (volts),
CH= high clipping level (volts), and
GL = limiter gain (volts/volt).
A frequency multiplier (a wide band harmonic generator) is specified
FRQMUL
(no parameters necessary).
An ideal multiplier can be specified with
IDLMUL,ALO, FLO
where
ALO= amplitude of the LOsignal (volts), and
FLO= frequency of LO signal (Hz).
2. Control Commands
A number of control cormmands are used to direct processing and
to generate output. Processing of the signal to the output of any block
is initiated with the command
BLOCK, N
where N is the number of the block. Note that processing occurs only
when this command is given; entry of a block specification does not
cause processing through that block.
Signal processing is non-reversible; if processing to the output
of a given block has been completed, the outputs of earlier blocks are
no longer available. Error detecting features are included in the pro-











will list the prime factors of all source frequencies. These can be
helpful when it is necessary to adjust one or more frequencies slightly
so that all source frequencies will be periodic cn an interval of rea-




will terminate a run.
Other control commands are used to generate output. Outputs include
p.:inted listing, printer type plots, and plotting equipment outputs of
both the time function and the frequency function. When any of the out-
put commands are given, the output data is from the block output where
processing currently stands. For example, in a six-block circuit, if
processing through block 3 has been effected by the command BLOCK 3, then
any output generated will be for the output of block 3. To examine the
signal at the output of block 5, it will first be necessary to process
the signal with BLOCK, 5, and then call for the output.
For a printed listing of the time function, the command is
PRINTT, NSTART, NSTOP
where
NSTART = the starting array index, and
NSTOP = the final array index (nct to exceed the array size
being used).
In conversational mode, an alternatlve command is
PRINTT
following which the machine will ask for the starting and stopping indices.
3nly the first six characters of any command are important, and spaces
(blanks) are ignored. This command can be abbreviated to PRIMEF.
5For a printed listing of the frequency function the command is
PRINTF, FLO, FHI
where
FLO = low frequency limit (Hz), and
FHI = high frequency limit (Hz).
Alternatively, the command
PRINTF
will produce questions asking for FLO and FHI, following which the same
output will be generated. The use of these parameters permits only the
portion of t e spectrum of interest to be printed.
The corr_ands for plotted output utilize the same parameter forms
described above, and when operating from a remote terminal the commands
can be given with or without the parameters. When the parameters are
omitted from the corm_and, the computer will ask for them.
Printer plots (llne printer for batch processing, teletype plots for
operation from a remote teletype terminal) of the time function are ob-
tained with
TPLOTT, NSTART, NSTOP, NJUMP
where
NJUMP -- interval between plotted points and the other para-
meters are the same as for PRINTT.
Printer plots of the frequency spectrum are generated by
TPLOTF, FLO, FHI
where FLO and FHI are the same as for PRINTF.
Plotter outputs are similarly generated with
CPLOTT, NSTART, NSTOP
for the time function, and
CPLOTF, FLO, FHI
for the frequency function.
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3. Special Commands
Three special commands are included for use in connection with
establishing the size of the data array. Initial processing of any cir-
cuit containing source frequencies (such as those originating in a signal
generator or the local oscillator of a mixer) will start with a determina-
tion of the smallest time increment on which all of the source frequencies
are periodic, and a calculation of an array (sample) size that meets the
Nyquist criterion for all frequencies. The calculated period and array
size will then be printed out and the user asked if the size is satisfac-
tory. At this point the program is positioned at a special input posi-





where NSIZE is an integer which specifies the size of the array. If the
answer is NO, the program will ask for input of an integer for NSIZE.
Foc either method of entering NSIZE, the input integer will be adjusted
to a power of 2 by increasing it if necessary, and the new values of N,
IGAM, and DELTA-T will be printed out. The question of whether these
values are satisfactory will then be repeated. Thus this section of the
program is a loop and will be exited only when a YES response (or an END
OF JOB) is given. Processing of the signal to the block output designated
will continue after a YES is entered provided N lies within acceptable
limits. To be acceptable, N must be at least as large as the value ini-
tially computed in order to meet the Nyquist criterion; at the same time,
it must be no larger than the size of th_ main data array declared in the
main program. Since cases can occur where both these conditions cannot
be met, recognition of END OF JOB has been included at this point to per-
mit a normal termination of the run. Any attempt to continue a run with
N outside the required limits will cause an error termination.




terminal user. The cou=nand*
LIST COMMANDS
followed by a comma and one of several second words will produce a list-
ing of part or all of the FATCAT confnands. Permissible second words, and
their effect are:
LIST COMMANDS - print instructions for using list commands,
ALL - list all operating con_nands,
SOURCES - list commands for inserting source blocks,
FILTERS - list commands for inserting filters,
DEMODULATORS - list commands for inserting demodulators,
MISC - list other block input command3, and
CONTROL COMMANDS - list control commands.
The above instruction will only list the command word for each in-
struction along with identifying information. Input data formats will
not be listed. If the user wants information on the input data format
for any block specification command, the command
INPUT FORMAT
followed by a comma and the name of any block specification cormnand will
produce a listing of the complete conm_and with the required parameters,
and will identify the meaning of each parameter. For example, the com-
mand
INPUT FORMAT, BWBNDP




will list the formats for all of the block specification conn_ands.





tC. Simulation Examples using FATCAT
As examples of the use of the FATCAT program, two sample problems
will be presented. Both examples represent receiving systems, the first





A block diagram of an amplitude modulated superheterodyne re-
ceiver is shown in Figure 12. Figure 12a shows the actual configuration
of the receiver, while Figure 12b shows the way that the receiver would
presently be modeled using FATCAT. The signal source is presently repre-
sented by a signal generator which produces single tone modulated radio
frequency signals. In the final version of FATCAT as envisioned, this
signal source could be modeled as an actual transmitter with modulators,
frequency multipliers and amplifiers. FATCAT does not presently include
a propagation model or antenna models. Therefore the output of the sig-
nal generator represents the input signal to the receiver. The control
program is structured so that additional model blocks such as those for
transmitters, propagation, antennas, and many more, can be easily added
to the model blocks already included in the program.
The first step in the analysis of the amplitude modulated receiver
is a coum_nd for the execution of the FATCAT program. Figure 13 shows
the command for execution of the program contained in file "R" as abso-
lute element '_". Following this conm_nd the program responds with the
word "START", which indicates that the program is ready for input com-
mands. Following the sequence of blocks shown in Figure 12b the first
input instruction given is that for an AM signal generator with a carrier
frequency of iO MHz, a modulation frequency of i0 kHz, 50 percent ampli-
tude modulation, no phase or frequency modulation, and a carrier peak
amplitude of I mlcrovolt. This is the "SIGGEN" commmnd shown in Figure
13. Next the cmmmand, "BLOCK, i" is given which requests the program
to process the submitted instruction and arrive at the output of block I.
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Figure 13. SCare of FATCAT Run for AH Receiver,




input data has been submitted (which can be a single block or multiple
blocks) the output information shown in Figure 13 is given. This infor-
mation contains PERIOD which gives the period of the time function,
DELTA-_which is the spacing of possible spectral component in the fre-
quency domain, N which is the array size needed to meet the minimum
Nyquist requirements, IGAM the exponent to which 2 is raised to give N,
and DELTA-T the sampling interval in the time domain. After the quanti-
ties have been printed the program asks if these values are satisfactory.
Response to this question can be "YES" or "NO". If a "YES" is given pro-
cessing proceeds to the output of the block specified. In the example of
Figure 2 processing is completed through block i. If "NO" had been given
in response to the above question the program would have responded with
"ENTER N, VALUE" which allows a new value of N to be inserted. This
provision allows the number of samples per cycle of the highest frequency
in the input signals to be increased. This is especially useful for plot-
ting since just over two samples per cycle, which meets the Nyquist cri-
terion, is not adequate for detailed plotting of the time function.
Next it is desirable to observe the output of the signal generator,
and an observation of the frequency spectrum was selected. This is pro-
duced by the command "TPLOTF" (teletype plot of the frequency function)
which is followed by a request for the low and high frequency limits of
the spectrum to be observed. These were specified to be 9.9 MHz to I0. i
MHz as shown in Figure 13 and the program produced the spectrum plot shown
in that figure. Note that the ordinate of the plot is automatically
scaled. The spectrum of the AM signal is displayed with a carrier ampli-
tude of 0.5 microvolts or -126 dB (one side of a two-sided spectrum);
the amplitudes of each sideband component is 0.125 microvolt or -138 dB.
A print of the frequency function is shown in Figure 14 which shows the
amplitude and phase of these spectral components.
The next block in the diagram of Figure 12b is that of a single sec-
tion Butterworth bandpass filter with a total 3 dB bandwidth of 20 kHz.
This block command along with the command to process to the output of
block 2 is shown at the top of Figure 15. The 3 dB point of the filter
was placed at the sideband frequencies of the AM signal so that the effect
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Figure 14. Listing of the Frequency Function at _he Output
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with Figure 14 verifies this. The sidebands at 9.99 MHz and at I0.01 M}{z
have an amplitude of -141.07 dB out of the filter and had an ampli-
tude of -138.06 at the input to the filter -- a difference of 3.01 dB.
Note that the carrier amplitude is unch,_nged. A plot of the spectrum at
the output of the filter is shown in Figure 16.
Next in the block diagram of the receiver is a mixer. This is mod-
eled in FATCAT as an ideal mixer which produces sum and difference fre-
quencies only. Another useful feature of FATCAT is the input format re-
quest command, shown at the top of Figure 17, which can be used when the
input format of a block is not known. The request "INPUT FORMAT", fol-
lowed by a comma, and then followed by the name of a block in the model
library, yields the input parameters and their definition as shown in
Figure 17 (use of this command has no effect on the circuit being pro-
cessed). The ideal multiplier IDLMUL requires the peak amplitude of the
local oscillator be entered as well as the frequency of the local oscilla-
_or. This amplitude in the example was given as i volt and the frequency
as 9 MHz. This should result in the spectrmm of the AM signal being
shifted to i MHz and 19 MHz. The spectrum around the difference fre-
quency is shown in Figure 17.
L
_i_ The next two blocks of the receiver are made up of a four section
_i Butterworth bandpass filter with a center frequency of 1 MHz and a bar.d-
width of 20 kHz followed by an amplifier having a gain of 120 dB. The
_ input coramands for these blocks and the spectrum at the output of each
_i block are shown in Figures 18 and 19 respectively.
Proceeding along the block diagram of Figure 12b, the next block is!
.... an amplitude demodulator. The input commands for this block and the out-
put spectrum are shown in Figure 20. Note that the only two components
i
_ in the spectrum displayed are the d-c component and the demodulated sig-
_'_ nal at I0 kHz.
Figure 21 shows the result of a call on the teletype time plot rou-
tine. This routine was called to plot the time function at the output of
the demodulator. The request for the entry of NSTART, NSTOP, and N JUMP
_. allows the starting point in the array containing the time function to
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Figure 17. SpecCrum at the Output of the Ideal Multiplier.
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Fi&ure 21. Time Waveform at the Output of the AM Demodulator.
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to be skipped between plotted points to be specified. For the plot of
Figure 21 the starting value was I, the stopping value was 2048, and 64
points were skipped between points plotted.
Figure 22 illustrates the capability of printing the time function
by use of the command "PRINTT". Following this command a request for
the entry of the low and high array indices is printed. Figure 22 shows
a print of the time function from array index I to index 30.
A plot of the baseband spectrum at the output of the demodulator
is shown in Figure 23 to demonstrate the flexibility of the plotting
program. The spectrum can be seen to contain a positive and a negative
frequency component as well as a d-c term.
Input of the final block in the AM receiver is shown in Figure 24.
This is a five section Tchebysheff lowpass filter with a corner frequency
of i0 kHz and an inband ripple of I dB. Observation of the I0 kHz com-
ponent in Figures 23 and 24 indicates that it has been reduced on the
order of I dB as it should since this component lles at the filter cor-
ner frequency.
Exit from the program is effected by entering the command END OF
JOB, which is followed in Figure 24 by the time required to simulate the
receiver.
2. FM Receiver
The second example is that of the analysis of a proposed fre-
quency modulated receiver. The block diagram used for the FATCAT analy-
sis of the receiver is shown in Figure 25.
The characteristics of the blocks making up the FM receiver are:
(I) A signal generator with a carrier frequency of I0 MHz,
a modulation frequency of I0 kHz, no AM or PMmodulation,
FM modulation producing a peak frequency deviation of
30 kHz, and a carrier peak amplitude of 1 microvolt.
(2) A single section Butterworth bandpass filter with a band-
width of 80 kHz.
(3) An ideal mixer with a local oscillator amplitude of I volt
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A six-section intermediate frequency Butterworth band-
pass filter with a center frequency of i MHz and a band-
width of 80 kHz.
An amplifier with a voltage gain of 140 dB.
A frequency demodulator with a center frequency of 1 MHz.
A ten-section Butterworth low-pass filter with a cutoff
frequency of 15 kHz.
The frequency spectrum at the output of each block of the receiver,
from block I (the output of the signal generator) to block 6 (the output
of the frequency demodulator), is shown in Figures 26 through 31. Figure
26 shows the output from the signal generator for a modulating frequency
of i0 kHz and a peak frequency deviation of 30 kHz which gives a modula-
tion index of 3.
The output spectrum of the demodulator (Figure 31) shows distortion
products produced by the bandpass filters in the receiver. Figure 32 is
a time plot of the output of the frequency demodulator. A print of the
frequency function at the frequency demodulator output is shown in Fig-
ure 33. This print shows the amplitudes and phases of the distortion
products over a greater frequency range than the plot because of the
limited 50 dB range of the plot.
Figure 34 shows the baseband spectrum at the output of a I0 section
Butterworth low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 15 kHz. Figure 35
shows a plot of the time waveform at the output of this filter, and Fig-
ure 36 is a print of the frequency function at the filter output. It
can be seen from Figure 36 that the ten-sectlon Butterworth filter eli-
minates virtually all distortion products except the 20 kHz component,
and it reduces this component's amplitude approximately 60 dB.
The command END OF JOB terminates the program and is followed by
the time required to analyze the FM receiver.
D. Conclusions
A new circuit simulation program, FATCAT, for analyzing communica-
tions receiver circuits has been developed to an operational state,
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Figure 26. Start of FATCAT Run for FM Receiver, Shovlng
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Figure 28. Spectrum at the Output of the Ideal Multiplier.
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Fisure 33. Listins of the Frequency Function at the Output
of the D! Demodulator.
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although there are many ways in which the system can be improved. The
simulation consists of block models of signal sources, filters, ampli-
fiers, mixers, demodulators, etc., along with an operating framework.
The program has been fully implemented on both Univac-ll08 and SIGMA-5
computers. Use of the present form of the program has shown it to be
a useful tool for rapid analysis of communications circuits.
The time and effort available for this work did not permit investi-
gation of numerous ideas for improvement. Additional development work
could produce a far more powerful and flexible program. Some of the
areas in which additional work should be undertaken are:
(I) The present signal generator block permits simulation of
only simple modulation frequencies. Development of a modu-
lator block in which an arbitrary modulating signal could
be stored in a data array is needed.
(2) Models for coupled circuits are needed.
(3_ Present form of the FM and PM demodulators operate satis-
factorily only when the demodulator frequency is perfectly
aligned with the carrier frequency, hence no d-c level is
generated. Better demodulation models would be desirable.
(4) Control software could be modified to permit insertion,
deletio_ or replacement of a given block.
(5) A restart capability without the necessity of re-entering
the circuit blocks would be helpful.
(6) A routine to print out the circuit description is needed.
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IV. TIME DOMAIN SIMULATION
A. Introduction
Digital simulation of a system governed by differential equations
can be based upon either a time domain or a frequency domain description
of the system. For time domain simulation, the describing differential
equations are usually expressed in state variable form and the system re-
sponse is obtained by numerical integration of the state equations. The
time domain simulation method is applicable to both linear and nonlinear
systems. For frequency domain simulation, the describing differential
equations are expressed in transfer function form, and simulation is ac-
complished by application of a fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm.
Frequency domain simulation normally requires less computer time than
does time domain simulation, but the transform theory upon which the fre-
quency domain approach is based is limited to linear systems. According-
ly, the simulation of linear systems is usually based upon the frequency
domain while that of nonlinear systems is based upon the time domain.
Cascade systems whose only nonlinearities are algebraic are excep-
tions to the above classification and can be effectively simulated using
the FFT algorithm. Since such systems have no feedback, the complete
response (for the time range of interest) of the first block or subsystem
can be obtained before considering the response of the following blocks.
Similarly, the response of the second block can be found after the first
block's response has been found. The output of a block represented by
an algebraic nonlinearity (e.g., multipllcation, saturation, polynomial
nonlinearities, etc.) depends only upou the instantaneous input to the
block and can be readily determined from the algebraic description of the
nonlinearity without recourse to differential equations or frequency do-
main transfer functions. A cascade system composed of linear dynamic
blocks and nonlinear algebraic blocks can be simulated in a serial fash-
ion using the FFT algorithm to transform back and forth between the time
and frequency domains as required. This concept has been utilized at
the Englneerln s Fxperlment Station in the development of the FATCAT simu-
lation described in Section IIl of this report.
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The digital simulation of co_nunication systems with feedback and
with nonlinear subsystems requires the use of the complete time domain
formulation. The remainder of this section describes the development of
a user-oriented communication system block diagram simulation program
applicable to cascade or feedback, linear or nonlinear systems. Although
the resulting time domain program has general applicability, its use is
recommended only for those systems for which the more efficient FFT simu-
lation program (FATCAT) is not applicable.
A number of computer languages have been developed for digital s_mu-
lation of dynamic systems in recent years. These programming languages,
such as MIMIC, DSL-90, CSMP, and CSSL [4], are intended to make it easy
for an engineer experienced in analog computer simulation to use a dig-
ital computer. The languages have simple input/output instructions and
generally have efficient numerical integration algorithms. They can be
considered block diagram simulators only in the limiting case where each
block is no more complex than a single integration or addition; i.e.,
only when the block diagram is in reality an analog computer flow diagram.
However, at least one of these languages, MIMIC, has a subprogram cap-
ability which allows one to construct elementary blocks better suited to
communication systems simulation than simple integrators and summers.
With these block subprograms the communications system engineer can eas-
ily prepare the necessary simulation input data directly from his block
diagram. Using the MIMIC simulation language as a basis, a modular time
domain simulation program, TIMSIM, has been developed for communication
system block diagram simulation. In the following, the basic language
MIMIC will be described briefly and its use with TIMSIM will be developed.
Application of TIMSIM to the simulation of an AM receiver and an auto-
matic gain control system will also be given.
B. MIMIC: A Continuous System Simulation Language
The simulation language MIMIC was developed at Wrlght-Patterson AFB
in the mid-1960's for she digital simulation of dynamic systems. De-
tailed instructions for its use are given in the original MIMIC report [5]
.\
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and in the previously referenced textbook by Stephenson [4]. Reference
should be made to these sources for a more complete description of MIMIC
than appears in the following.
The MIMIC language provides a set of functions (including integra-
tion) specifically chosen to perform the operations necessary to solve
systems of ordinary differential equations. A function is used by list-
ing the name of the output (beginning in column I0) and the name and
arguments of the function (beginning in column 19) on standard computer
cards. For example, the equation x = log(y) would be programmed by
punching "X" in column I0 and "LOG(Y)" in columns 19-24. A block-oriented
program for simulating a dynamic system is obtained by first drawing a
detailed block diagram of the system and then listing the interconnec-
tions of the blocks. The block diagram and MIMIC program for a system
described by _ + _ + x = 0 for zero initial conditions is given in Fig-
ures 37 and 38. The first four lines in Figure 38 correspond directly
to the connections at the four blocks in Figure 37. The name NEG2DX was
arbitrarily selected to represent the negative of the second derivative
of x. The first box follows from -_ = x + _, and the second box and in-
struction reverse the sign of the variable to give _. The third box and
instruction correspond to the integration of _ to give _ while the fourth
ones further integrate _ to obtain the variable of interest, x. In the
integration instructions, the "0" corresponds to the initial conditions.
The detailed block diagram and resulting MIMIC instructions closely fol-
low analog computer programming techniques, but do not require the ampli-
tude scaling and time scaling required for analog computation. _ne last
four MIMIC instructions in Figure 38 are bookkeeping instructions. The
FIN(T,10) instruction causes the simulation to stop when time, T, reaches
ten seconds. The HDR(TIME,X) instruction establishes the headings on the
computer output as TIME and X. The OUT(T,X) instruction means that the
variables T end X are to be tabulated as simulation output. The last
instruction, END, simply indicates the end of instructions.
The CON and PAR instructions in MIMIC are used to load numerical
values for constants and parameters (constants which change from run to
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xINT
Figure 37. Detailed MI_flC Block Diagram for a System Described
















MIMIC Instructions for Simulation
of the System of Figure 37.
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run). For example, if the system of Figure 37 had involved a constant,
K2, in the dif1=rential equation, the instruction "CON(K2)", beginning
in column 19, would precede the instructions in Figure 38 and the "END"
instruction would be followed by a data card with the value of K2 entered
in columns 1-12.
As another MIMIC example, consider unity negative feedback around
a lowpass filter as shown in Figure 39. The closed loop transfer func-
tion is
X K/(s +A) K
: (i)
U I + K/(s + A) s + (K + A) '
and the associated differential equation is
= -(K + A) X + Ku . (2)
The corresponding MIMIC program and simulation results for u(t) = i,
K = i, and A = 0.i are given in Figure 40.
An alternate method for MIMIC simulation of systems containing fre-
quently occurring subsystems utilizes the subprogram feature of MIMIC.
Rather than repeatedly deriving and progra_ning descriptive differential
equations for these subsystems, a library of subprograms can be estab-
lished so that simulation of total systems is essentially reduced to
describing the interconnect!on of the subsystems. Consider the develop-
ment of a subprogram for the low pass filter previously considered. For
subprogram purposes, rename the filter input and output variables as u I
and Xl, respectively. The describing differential equation can be
shown to be Xl = K'Ul " A'Xl, so that the describing MIMIC eqv tion is
Xl INT(K * UI - A * XI, 0.) . (3)
The associated subprogram is constr_cted by adding opening and closing
instructions which name the subprogram and provide for arbitrary naming
of the variables and constants within the subprogram. The resulting sub-













**FURTHER DIAGNOS'IXCS AND EXECUTION FOLLOW***
TIME X
0. 00000 0. 00000 2. 6000
I.00000-O1 9.46962-02 2. 7000
.20000 .17953 2.8000
.30000 .25552 2. 9000
•40000 .32360 3•0000
•50000 .38459 3. I000
•60000 .43923 3. 2000
•70000 .48817 3. 3000
•80000 ,53202 3.4000
•90000 .57129 3. 5000
1.00000 .60648 3. 6000
I. 1000 .63800 3. 7000
1 2000 .66624 3.8000
i.3000 .69154 3. 9000
I.4000 .71420 4. 0000
I.5000 .73450 4. I000
1.6000 .75269 4.2000
I.7000 .76898 4. 3000
I.8000 .78357 4. 4000
I.9000 .79665 4. 5000
2.0000 .80836 4. 6000
2. I000 .81885 4. 7000
2. 2000 .82825 4.8000
2. 3000 .83667 4. 9000
2.4000 .84422 5.0000





























Figure 40, MIMIC St_ulation of System of Ffsure 39.
i0 19
FIRST BSP(UI, K, A)
Xl INT(K*UI - A*XI, 0.)
FIRST ESP(XI) (4)
i,i
The letters BSP and ESP are abbreviations for "begin subprogram" and "end
subprogram," respectively, and the arguments of BSP name the input vari-
ables and constants while that of ESP names the output variable. In call-
ing such a subprogram from the main MIMIC program, the variable names need
not be the same as those used in the subprogram but must be in the same
order in the calling statement.
A MIMIC program using the low pass filter subprogram in the simula-
tion of the system of Figure 39 is given in Figure 41. Note that lines
2, 3, and 4 are a listing of the subprogram which has been obtained from
a library as a package. Instruction 5 describes the feedback connection
for u(t) = i, while instructions 6 and 7 are the instructions required to
"call" the desired subprogram. The letters CSP and ESP represent "call
subprogram" and "end subprogram", respectively. Comparison of the argu-
ments of CSP and BSP shows that the input to the low pass filter is
called "E" in the main program and '_I" within the subprogram, and that
the constants "K" and "A" are to have the values 1.0 and 0.i, respectively.
Note that the name of the subprogram being called is included on the CSP
card. Instructions 7, 8, and 9 are not affected by the use of subpro-
grams. Instruction I is a parameter statement which must be used tc i,_i-
tialize the subprogram output variable for feedback system simulations;
the initial value, 0., is entered in columns 1-12 of a data card.
The use of library subprograms to represent subsystems allows the
design engineer to digitally simulate his system without a detailed know-
ledge of programming or of state variable techniques. In the following,
a set of library subprograms Eor communication subsystems will be devel-








































F_,gure 41. Subprogram Example.
C. TIMSIM: A User-Oriented Communications System Block Diagram
Simulation Program
TIMSlM is not a new digital simulation language to compete with
MIMIC, nor is it really a computer program. Rather, it is an operating
philosphy and an expandable library of subprograms in the MIMIC language
which represent the dynamics of communication subsystems. The communica-
tion subsystems modeled for TIMSIM herein by no means exhaust the possi-
bilities but do provide a representative group of subsystems. Included
are subprograms which model AM signal generators, bandpass single-tuned
filters, bandpass RC filters, mixers, and lowpass RC filters. She mixer
subprogram can also be used as a product detector. The method of develop-
ment of subprograms is described in sufficient detail to allow users to
expand the subprogram library to meet their changing needs.
i. Subprogram Derivation
The single-tuned, bandpass filter subprogram STFIL is based
upon the transfer function
K X
= - (5)H(s) = f _ U '
i +_<---s +-e°_ws
O
as given in Pettit and McWhorter [6], where B is the filter 3 dB band-
width (Hz), fo is the filter center frequency (Hz), K is the center fre-




s (fo/_o B) + s + (wofo/B)
from which the corresponding differential equation could be obtair.ed by
inspection after cross multlplx,.dtion with the interpretation of sr fac-
tors as n th derivatives. The resulting differential equation, however,
would involve an undesirable derivative of the input, U. This undesir-
able input signal differentiation can be avoided in the same manner as
|
J
with analog computer programming [7] by re-expressing the transfer func-
tion as
x=-I,[_c= -x)-1,<_o_x)] (7)
where the complex variables appear only in nested multiplications by I/s.
The desired form of the describing differential equation is obtained by
drawing an elementary block diagram for this last expression, selecting
the integrator outputs as the state variables, and writing the associated
state equations (simultaneous first order differential equations). From
Figure 42 the state equations are written as
= 2_B(Ku - x) + y
2









Prior to writing the associated MIMIM subprogram, program names
must be chosen for the variables. One of the requirements of MIMIC is
that variable names not be repeated in other subprograms unless they
represent exactly the same quantity. Accordingly, the TIMSIM subpro-
grams are written with variable and constant names which end in a three
digit number unique to that subprogram. Further, if a subprogram is re-
peated in a simulation (e.g., two single-tuned filters in one receiver
system), the third digit is increased by one in each additional copy of
the subprogram. The variable names selected for the single-tuned fil-
ter subprogram STFIL and their relationships to the algebraic variables
are as follows: x- OUTII0; y - YII0; u- XINII0; K_ KI10; B _ BII0;
fo _ FRQII0.
2. rlMSIM Subprogram Library.
Table I contains the subprograms used to model AM signal gene-
rators (AMSIG, AMSIG5), single-tuned bandpass filters (STFIL), RC band-
pass filters (BPFIL), mixers (MIXER), and RC low-pass filters (LPFIL).
Included in the table are the definitions of the subprogram input and
output variables.
3. Applications
The operation of TIMSIM is best described by examples. The
block diagram of Figure 43 describes a hypothetical communication sys-
tem consisting of an ideal AM signal generator, slngle-tuned rf filter,
mixer (frequency converter), single-tuned i-f filter, product detector,
and low pass filter. The corresponding TIMSIM simulation program is
given in Figure 44. The first five instructions establish the names
and sequence of appearance of constants whose numerical values are to
be entered on the data cards. Instructions 6 through 38 present the
library subprograms which model the communication subsystem. Note that
both the single-tuned filter and the mixer subsystems appear twice in
the AM system diagram so that the corresponding subprosrams must also







****BEGIN SUBPROGRAM FOR AMPLITUDE MODULATED SIGNAL GENERATOR.***
AMSIG BSP (XINI00, FRQIOO,MI00, KIO0)
THT tOO 6.283 I*FRQ IO0*T




XINI00 = Modulating Voltage
FRQI00 = Carrier Frequency
MI00 = Modulation Index
KI00 = Gain







Variables defined similarly to AMSIG above.







XINIIO = Input Voltage
BIIO = Filter Bandwidth, Hz
FRQIIO = Filter Center Frequency,
KI10 = Center Frequency Gain






****BEGIN SUBPROGRAM FOR MIXER****
MIXER BSP (XINI20, FRQI20,KI20)




XINI20 = Input Voltage
FRQI20 = Mixer Product Frequency
KI20 = Gain
OUTI20 = Output Voltage
****BEGIN SUBPROGRAM FOR LOW-PASS FILTER****
LPFIL BSP (XINI30, FCNI30, KI30)




XINI30 = Input Voltage
FCNI30 = Corner Frequency, Mz
KI30 _ DC Gain
OUTI30 = Output Voltage
****BEGIN SUBPROGRAM FOR RC BANDPASS FILTER*_*_
BPFIL BSP (XINI40, FLI40, FHI40, KI40)
WLI40 6. 2831"FL140
WHI40 6. 283 I*FHI40
YI40 INT (WLI40*WHI40*0UTI40,0.)




XINI40 = Input Voltage
FLI40 = Lower Corner Frequency, Hz
FHI40 = Higher Corne_ Frequency, Hz
KI40 = Center Frequency Gain







I _10 • 0





































































CON (FOl, BOI, EOI)
CON(FMIXl,KMIXt)
CON (FLP, KLP)
FOR AMPLITUDE MODULATED SIGNAL GENERATOR.***
BSP (XINIO0, FRQI00, MI00, KIO0)
6. 2831*FRQIO0eT










SUBPROGRAM FOR SINGLE-TUNED FILTER********
STFIL BSP (XINIIO, B! I0, FRQII0, KII0)
OUTII0 INT (YI I0+(6. 2831"BI I0)* (KI IO*XINI IO-OUTII0) ,0.)
YIIO INT(- (6. 283 I*FRQII0)* (6. 2831*FRQII0)*OUTI I0,0. )
STFIL ESP (OUTIIO)
OF SUBPROGRAM STFIL*********




22*e***END OF SUBPROGRAM MIXER*********************





28*****END OF SUBPROGRAM STFILI*********
29*****BEGIN SUBPROGRAM FOR MIXER ******_****************
30* MIXERI BSP (XINI21 ,FRQI21 ,KI21)
31" OUTI21 XINI2 I*KI2 I'SIN (6. 2831*FRQI21*T)
32* MIXER1 ESP(OUTI21)
33*****END OF SUBPROGRAM MIXERI*************************









































52* DTI I./ (50 .*FM)
53* DT2 I. / (20 .*FC)
54* TI (20. / (4 .*FM) )-DT2
55* TF 2./FM
56* TTEST T-T1
57* TLOGIC FSW (TTES T,TRUE ,FALSE ,FALSE)
58* NTLOG COM (TLOGIC)
59* TLOGI C DT EQL (DTI)
60* NTLOG DT EQL(DT2)




**FURTHER DIAGNOSTICS AND EXECUTION FOLLOW***
ENTER DATA NOW
FM FC M K



















subprogram within a TIMSIM simulation requires renumbering the variable
names within each repetition. Accordingly, the second single-tuned
filter subprogram is named STFILI and the internal variable names termi-
nate in III rather than in ii0. Instructions 39 through 51 constitute
the heart of the TIMSIM input; these are the instructions which describe
the system blo-k diagram and specify the subsystem parameters through
their calling of the subprograms. For instance, instructions 42 and 43
specify that the subsystem is a single-tuned filter whose input is named
y (the output of the AM signal generator) and that the filter bandwidth
is the input quantity B, the center frequency is the input quantity FO,
and the center frequency gain is unity. Instruction 43 states that the
output of the filter is designated Z. Instructions 52-60 result in two
separate time spacings between lines of printout; spacing DTI is used
for T < TI while DT2 is used thereafter. This feature is used only when
the simulation results of interest are preceded by a transient of no
interest. Instructions 61-64 are as in the MIMIC example described
earlier. Figures 45 and 46 present the simulation results in tabular
and graphical form.
The block diagram of Figure 47 describes a hypothetical Automatic
Gain Control (AGC) system used to demonstrate the application of TIMSlM
to feedback systems. The corresponding TIMSIM simulation program is
given in Figure 48. The first three instructions describe the constants
of the simulation; repeated simulations for new values of the constants
in the PAR statements can be made without repeating the program listing.
Following the library subprogrsms (instructions 4-28), the interconnec-
tion of the AGC system blocks is described by a series of subprogram call
statements. Within this group, instruction 35 gives the effect of the
feedback signal upon the forward gain, and instruction 44 demonstrates
the use of the internal MIMIC function for a limiter. The remainder of
the simulation is analogous to that of the AM system discussed earlier.
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CON (FC, KP, BW, KI, VSET)
PAR (X4, FCR, KF, TPOINT, TF, KFORWD)
P_ (FM)
SUBPROGR_ FOR LOW-PASS FILTER****
LPFIL BSP (XIN 130, FCN130, KI30)













































































Figure 48. TIMSIM Listing, Autom_tic Gain Control System.
(Continued).
92
r 45* DT1 0.05/FCR
46* DT2 .50/FC
47 _ T1 TPOINT - DT2
48 _ TTEST T- T1
49* TLOGI C FSW (TTEST, TRUE, FALSE, FALSE)
50* NTLOG COM (TLOGIC)
51" TLOGIC DT EQL(DTI)
52* NTLOG DT EQL (DT2)
53* FIN(T,TF)
54* RDR (TIME ,X3 ,X4 ,VF ,X5)
55* OUT (T,X3,X4,VF ,XS)
56* END

































































































































































































































































































As stated earlier, TIMSIM is basically a simulation philosophy
rather than a program or language; it has been presented here within
the framework of the simulation language MIMIC. Several subprograms
representative of cormnunicatlon system building blocks have been pre-
sented and the method of generation of subprograms has been demon-
strated so that additional subprograms can be generated as desired by
the user. It is worth noting that the TIMSIM concept is also appli-
cable to non-co_nunicatlon systems. Appropriate subprograms can be
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APPENDIX A
Listing of Software Modification to CIRCUS









E,IvENSION WORD(If, PLOT(NPNT,I), TI','E(1)
blV, ENS ION KWORC(I}
C._'/v2q '.','Or_b, r,:1,%5, q6 ,LPDS, LDS, JT I ILE l i:#2 )









'_^ _..,[V q L E NC L-
,,_ = 5 l
",_C = 21
IF ( LFLAG-I
Cr'N] I kILl _"
LFLt'G = 2
.,,RIT F (N7) (
"!REAm = "I'^'IPE
RF A[_ ('42) XPLOTS,
C")N T INUF
';.,_I_ (N6,3 _)
_.--A:_ TIr-_E .AND PLOT
",'.'_L = N','P
",PL = NmCELL/6D
.:'L 21 " JX=I,NPL
k i,f'_
, ,,_ 9 -_ ,,& F_ r_' _. , -J 9 , )
•"ORb ( i :.'_ ) , LY_"AX )
WCR_(11") _LY'AIN )
woRr)( ll] ) ,NPCELL )





'4_.F..= N_'L + ( 6'.,* ( NPLOTS+I } )
k!..a.. (N2} (PLCT(I,I), I:N,:L,NWK)
;_',_L= N',,;K+I
:; ! _.. L r,','f It'_JE
".PL : NC)LOTS+I
,Y ",L = NWP
(',:) 230 JX=I,I_!PNT
I'I;.'F(JX} = PLOT(N',VL,I)
i-3 221) i =],hPLOTS
:.:<L = N".'L+I
PL,']T(JX,[) = PLOI'(',IVL,II
z/,, (_ONT I ',U_L
;'.',L : N'.','L+I
_3" CONTINUE
CALL C _rL,..,.K (6_QSTI_t=,IDU '_)











C**** FIND _AXI_U_ AND MINIMUM OF EACH VARIAOLE
DO 41 I=i; NPNT
IF (A_AX.GT.PLOT(I,J)) GO TO 40
AMAX = PLOT(19J}
IMAX = I




IF (4BS(AMAX-REFI.GT.ABS(A_IN-_EF}) GO TO 42
C**** USE *FINDER* TO _ETERVINE IC - 9C PERCE_T RISE /_D F_LL
C**** TI_ES FOR PREDOVINATELY POSITIVE VARIABLE_.
PTI = .I*(AVIN-REF)+REF
CALL FINDER ( I'_I_.NPNTtI,I_I_.T_,TI.PLOT(1.J),IIF'E )
PTI = .9*(AXIN-REFI+REF
CALL FINGER ( I_I_t_P_T,I,II_I_.T3,T2,PLOT(I.J},TIqE I
GO TC _3
42 CONTINUE
C**** USE *FINOZR* TO DETERminE I_ - 90 _ERCENT RISE AND F_LL
C**** TI_ES FOR PREDOUINATELY POSITIVE VARIABLES.
PT1 = .I*(A_A×-REFI+eEF
CALL FINDER ( I,IVAX,IUAX,NPNT.TI,T_.PLOT(I.J).TIVE )
PTI = .9*{A_AX-REF)+REF
CALL FINDER ( I.I_AX,I_._AX,HPNT.T2,1S,PLOTII,JI.TI_E )
43 CONTINUE
C**** WRITE OUT RISE AND FALL TI_ES.
C * * CO,VENT BELCW SUPPRESSES PRINI OF RIaE AND FALL TIMES.
C _RITE {N6,58} TITLEIJ).TI_T2.TO.T_
C * * *
21 CONTINUE
C**** IF ONLY RESPC_SE TIMES DESIRED, RETURN.
I_ (IPLOTI.EO._} GO TO 80
C




C * * NEXT TWO CO_ENTS SUPPRESS LINE PRI'_TEM PLOTS.
C CALL PLOTER { PLOT(_WP,I),NR.NC.TIf._,PL_T,N_NT,NPL..TS,
C 1 TITLE,DELT_NPNT)
C 1 _PNT l
C * * *









T ] TL_- ,, DE L T , *:""._,;I "".)
-.IvrNsIP'_ pLC'T(_!_!v,,','DL',"),TS), TITLE(N_LOTS}
_.I','_NF,ICN _'.S£_("_I:;,,',IC),TI_"E(NF',_I)
.,."_IT_F( I 9 ) '4pK'T
•:',IT:(l"_) _'PLOT c
.,F,'IT_ ( IC;) TI':_






Listing of Software for Displaying Data Extracted from CIRCUS.
NOTE : Many of the Hollerith strings in format statements were
delimited with quote marks. The printer used to make
the following listing did not have the quote character;
a minus sign appears where each quote should have been.
101
HAII_ PROGRAH




















IF(ISWTCH .GT. O) GO TO 2
IF(ISWTCH .LT. o) GO TO 3
CALL WRTDTA(NPNT,NPLOTS,TIME,PLAT}
GO TO I
2 IF(ISWTCH .GT. NPLOT$) GO TO 5G
WRITE(6tI02}
READ(5tIO0) ISTART
DO 10 I = I,N
ITO = I + ISTART - I + (ISWTCH - I) _ NPNT
10 A(1) = CNPLX(PLAT{ITQ)_ 0.)
TP = ((TIME(ISTART + N - i) - TIME(ISTART)) / (N -i)) _ N






IF(JSWTCH .LT. 106) GO TO 2U
CALL PRNT(A_N}




20 IF(JSWTCH *EQ. O) GO TO I
DELF = i- / TP
IF(JSWTCH .LT. 10) GO TO 3U





J_WTCH = JSWTCH - lu








3 ISWTCH = AbS(ISwTCH}
IF(ISWTCH .GT. NPLOT5) GO TO 50
WRITE(6_I02)
READ(5,100) ISTART
DO 11 I = 1iN
ITQ = I + ISTART - i + (ISWTCH - i) _ NPNT
11A(1) = CNPLX(PL4T(ITG)_ 4.)
TP = ((TIME(1) - TIME(N)) / (N -1)) _ N




IFIJSWTCH .LT. Iuu) GO TO 21
CALL PRNT(AJN)
JSWTCH = JSWTCH - 14u
21 IFiJSWTCH .EG. O) GO TO i
IF(JSWTCH .LT. 10) GO TO 31
IFi.NOT. CPLT) CALL PLOTS(I_UF(1),IO000,2)
CPLT = .TRUE.
41" "N-





J_WTCH = JbWTLH - id























- ENTER 0 FOR PRINT OF DATA SET FROM CIRCUS-)
- ENTER PLUS DATA SET NUMBER FOR FREQ FCN-)
- ENTER MINUS _ATA SET NUMBER FOR TIME FCN-)
- ENTER ISTART-)
- ENTER IGu FOR PRINT, 010 FOR CALCONP PLOTt-t
- OR u01 FOR TTY PLOT-)
104 FORMAT(- ENTER FLG-)
105 FORMAT(- ENTER FHI-)
107 FORMAT(//- ERROR--LAR(3EST DATA SET NUM_E_< IS -,12/)
108 FORMAT(- ENTER THE HIGHEST DESIRED FREQ IN THE SPECTRUM, FMAX-/)
20U FORMAT(- THE NUMBER OF POINTS PER DATA SET = -tI5)
201 FORMAT(- THE NUM6ER OF DATA SETS = -,121)
202 FORMAT(- THE NUMBER OF POINTS USED IN A TRANSFORM = -_15)
203 FORMAT(- THE PERIOD OF THE TIME FUNCTION = -,1. PEli,4,- SEC-/)
303 FORMAT(- ENTER N&TART-)
3u_ FORMAT(- ARRAY SILE : -,15_- NSTOP MUST BE EQUAL TO-
A - OR LES_ TmAN THIS VALUE-/}
3U5 FORMAT(- ENTER N_TOP-)
3_6 FORMAT(- ENTER NJUMP-)
900 FORMAT(- CALCOMP TIME PLOT NOT OPERATIONAL-/}




SUBROUTINE ( ;_LOTF (a, N,DEL_ ,_",'AX )
r^., ,.r.,_T_ THE FCLLCvI,\[.r: CC'_!T_OL STATEUF',T VLIST V_ECEED THE







@USC L'NIT #, TPF_
C3UPLrX A(I}
IR = F AX / 7':-L_- ÷ ,S_l
;'._AX = I'R * F;ELF
F LC. = - FVAX
FHI = F".'_X
17_') FORV,_T ( )
XTEST = A_i'_(F_-_I-FLL ')
I=(×T-ST,LT,I,F-3 ') .r.u lu _q-_q
×TE_T = '_T-C-T/(A. sR(c-Lu) + A"S(FHI)}
IF(XT{ST,LT,I,'_-. _ l 5:_ TC; 9c,_g
y_pr-k ? = "7,
'_Z = \!I2
NST = N? - I:_ + ]
:\Sp = N2 * I_< + l
TI = I,,_]-35
I._C _ ,.: I : .XST,'ISD
T2 : C_.S(A(Ill
4. .....IF(T2,GT,Ti) TI = T2
D_V, AX = 2S°*ALOGI (TI)
CALL SC LL_ (7= vAX, "-_X_CL )
X'.'XSCL : '.'-'XSCL





DC 3 I = 1,2
.CALL PL.PT(-I ,,.,,2)
CALL PL: T(I_°,._,,2}
CALL C_L_T (I"_,,-14, ,2 )
CALL PLOT(-I ,01,-I_,,,2)
CALL PLCT(-I ,Jl, ',..I,2)
CALL Pl.CT(I:, .I,.],_I,2)
CALL PLOT ( I " °."I ,-I(*. r I ,2 )
O0 3_,?S IAGAI_: = I,)
00 LOOP lJ CALI=R_-TTS THF ._.I-T _',:_'Ek
D9 I I = ,,7C.
Y = -I_,, _" ..o2*I






6 IF ('409l I,IC) ,c.O, ::) GO TL 7
CALL PLCT(-IL,16,Y,3}
G'3 TC 8
7 CALL PL'3T(-1 °2,Y,3)
5 CALL PLOT(-I .,Y,2)
1 : CONTINUE
Y = 2°
DO 15 I " 1,8
J = I - 1
Y : Y-2,
YY : X"XSCL - ]".*J*Y.QDREDITC-
15 C_LL NU:_:_q(-II,?.9,Y-,I-5,,21,YY,J,,-I)
CALL SY_.'_OL(-II.2Z*,-B°_,.?I,IG-_AVPLITUDE ID_},go.O,lz_)
FCE_'TR = C_-LO + FH. II/2.
F,;P;-_=R = FHI - FC__\!TP
I':(FUPPE_.C=T.I.,;) GO TO 21C, C






IF( (A%S(XIEXP-RIEX D)'LT'I,E-2L,),A,NO'(xIEXp'GE'RIExp} }
1 ICxP = IExP - 1
21:::1 CONTINUE
FUL._CL = FUPPER*( I :.**I-IEX p) )
IFLSrL = F'JLSLL






C DO LOOP A0 CALI_ATES THE BOTTOM POSITIVE 90RDEP
O0 _a I = O,ITEMP
X = I*SCALEI
IF (_'ODll,5) ,F9, S} GO TO 32
CALL PLOT(X,-14.I,3}
50 TO 35











DO L,2CP !At CALIDRATES THE BOTTO, _ NEGATIVE BORDER














DO LO0 _ 24C CALISRATES T_ = TOP POSITIVE BORDER
DO 24t) I = O,ITEMP
X = I*SCALEI
IF(_OD(I,5}.E_.J) GO TO 232
C_LL PLDT(Xo.I,3)
GO TO 2_6









DO LOOP 3_0 CALl]RATES THE TOP NEGATIVE BORDER
DO 340 1 = I,iTE_P
X = -I_SCALEI
IFI_OD(I,5I.E_.3} GO TO 332
CALL PLOT(X,.I,3)
GO TO 336









DO LOOP 20 CALI_RATES THE RIGHT HAND BORDER
DO 2(; I • O,?C
Y = -IA, + 0,2_I





16 IF (voD(I,IC:) .EQ. J) GO TO 17
CALL PLOT( I-.16,Y,3)
GO TO 18
17 CALL PLOT( I_.2,Y,3)
18 CALL PLOT( IG.,Y,2)
20 CONTINUE
AK1 = IC,/FULSCL
CALL NUV_FR(- 0,06,-Ic,5,.21, S,,O.,-l)
DO 2C)e I = ],IFLSCL
XPO< = -,06 + I'A<1




1 46H(FREQUENCY - FC_NT_R} DIVIDED BY FSCALF,
CALL SYM9CL(-4.5,-15,3,.21,10_FCENTER = ,J.,IC)
CALL NU_BFRI-2._.,-15.9,.21,_CENTR,O.,O)
CALL SY_SCL(:...,-15.3,.21,gH=SCALE = ,0.,9)
CALL NUU_ER(2._,-15.3,,21,IO.**IEXP,C'.*O)
C3_C CONTINUE
]STOP : _I<P - NST ÷ ]
DENC_ : NSP - _T
DELX = 2C.IDFNO_
X£ = - (N2 + l - NST) * DELX
DO 3:] I = I,ISTOP
I( = I - I
TI = (CA_SIA(I+NST-I)I)*X<SCAL
IF(T1 .LT. I.P-7) GO TO 3L
Y1 : (7:;,IYSPREI)) * _. _ AL..GIOITI)
I_(Y1 ,LE. -I_.)) GO TO 30
X I = I I * DELX + XS
IF(X1 ,LT. -It.) Sn TO 38
IF(XI ..ST. IF.l qC TC_ _".
IFIYIoL=.n.) _C T:] 25::






















N - 2 ** IGAM
NBIT = 36 - IGAM
NI = N- 2
DO 30 I = I,NI
IFLIP = 0
IX = I
DO lU J = I,IGAM
IOLD - IX
IX = IX I 2
I_IT = IOLD - 2 * IX
I0 IFLIP = 2 * IFLIP + I_IT
IF (I .LE. IFLIP) GO TC 30
II = I + I





DO BO I = ItlGAM
NEL = 2** I
NEL2 = NEL / 2
NSET = N / NEL
SI = DSINIPI2/NEL)
CI = DCOSIPI21NEL)
DO 80 J = 1)NSET
INCR = ( J - i I * NEL
SO = O,'JOO
CO = l, uOO
O0 80 II " 1,NEL2
J1 = I I + INCR
J2 = J1 ÷ NEt2
T1 = A(J1)
T2 = A{J2) * CMPLX{COv ISN * SO)
A(Jll = T1 ÷ T2
A(J2) = T1 - T2
SN = SO * C I ÷ CO * 51
CS = CO * CI - SO * SI
CO = CS
80 SO = SN
IF (ISN .GT. G) GO TO 12o
DO II0 I • I,N






















DO lu I : I,N
DB = I.E3O
T = CABS(A(1))













C * * * TNI_ SUBROUTINE E_TA_LISMES ORUINATE SCALING FOk
C THE REMOTE SPECTRUM PLOTTER.
IFIU_MAX,LE.u.) 60 TO I_
MAXSCL = 0
I MAXSCL = MAXSCL + lu
DIFF = DBMAX - MAXSCL
IFIDIFF.GT.O,) GO TO I
GO TO 999
I0 MAXSCL = 0
Ii MAXSCL = MAXSCL - IG
DIFF = {DBMAX - MAXSCL)
IF(OIFF.LE.u.) bO TO 11






C * * THIS SUBROUTINE PROVIDES A TELYTYPE PLOT OF THE FREQUENCY




NST = (N/2) + INTiFLO/DELF ÷ SIGNi.5,FLO))
NST = NST + I
NSP = (_/2} + INTiFHI/DCLF + SI&N(.5,FHI))
NSP = NSP + I
C**_*
DSMAX = -I.E30
IEND = NSP - NST ÷ I
DO 1 I = 1,1END
OCCTMP = CABS(A(NST + I - i))
IF(DECTMP.LT.I.E-3o) DECTMP = 1.E-30
b : 20. * ALOGIO(OECTMP}
IF(b.GT.DBMAX) DbMAX = B
i CONTINUE
C * * * *
_****
WRITE(b,2) IEND
2 FORMAT(15X,SHNSIZt = ,15/)
C * * * *
CALL SCALE(DbMAX.MAXSCL)
C * * * *
C THE ORDINATE WILL VARY FROM(MAXSCL-50) DB UP
C TO MAXSCL DO.
DO 33 I = 1,50
33 IA(1) = IH
DO 5 I = 1,6
5 MM(II = MAXSCL - iv*(6-1)
MAXF = A_S(FLO)
IF(ABS(F_I).GT.MAXF) MAXF = A_S(FHI)
NAMEF = 0
IF(MAXF.GT.1.E3) NAMEF = 3
IF(MAXF.GT°I.E6) NAMEF = 6





















WRITE(6_7) (MM(I},I - 1,6)
FORMAT {/7X, 14,4(6X, Ia ) ,5X,14)
WRITE(6,8)
FORMAT(gX,IHI,5(IOH .... ÷ .... I ))
FFACT : 1.
IF(NAMEF.E(Q.3) FFACT = 1°E-3
IF{NAMEF.EQ.6) FFACT = I.E-6
IF(NAMLF°E_.9) FFACT = I.E-9
FLO : FLO _ FFACT
FHI = Frll * FFACT
DELF1 ffiL)ELF * FFACT
FLOPRT = DCLFI*{NST -i -N/2)
DO lu I : I,IEND
DECTMP = CA_S(AINST + I - i))
IF(DECTMP.LT.I.E-3u) DECTMP =
8 = 20° _ ALOGIO(DECT_IP!
M = 5(] + B - MAXSCL
J = I - i
XJ -- J
FREQ = FLOPRT ÷ XJ * DELFI
IF(M.LT.U) GO TO 5_
IF(M°EQ°O) GO TO 34
DO 1515 II = I,M
&_15 IA(II} = IH-
WRITE(6,35) FREQ,IA
DO 1616 II = IpM

























_0 I I = NST,NSP,NJUMP
= REAL(A(1))
IFI_.LT.dMIN) BMIN = d
i IF(B.GT°_MAX) _MAX =
IF(I_MAX-BMIN).LT.I°E-_J} GO TO 999
OC 33 1 = 1,50










7 FOR_AT(IH,SX,IHI,IJ(5_ .... I))
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The program is coded in FORTRAN IV and the Unlvac-l108 version con-
sists of a main program and 31 subroutines; in addition one of the sub-
routines (CPLOTF) which generates plots of frequency spectra on a CAL-
COMP plotter requires calls to 5 other subroutines contained in a plotter
control package. This plotting routine and associated plotter control
subroutines are not used in the SIGMA-5 version.
Several of the subroutines contain multiple entry points; the total
number of subroutine and function entry names in the Univac-l108 version
is 47. These names are listed in alphabetical order in Table C I and
those which are not subroutine names are identified.
In the following sections, the main program and all subroutines
are briefly described, and each description is followed by a listing of
the routine as used on the Univac-flOg. For listings of the SIGMA-5
versions of those routines that were modified for that machine, see
Appendix D.
NOTE: Many of the Hollerith strings in format statements were delimited
with quote marks. The printer used to make the following listing
did not have the quote character; a minus sign appears where each
quote should have been.
II?
t'ft  P¢O P,'I.cA  'LA ..
TABLE C i
ALPHABETICAL LISTING OF ALL SUBROUTINE ENTRIES IN FATCAT
(All names denote subroutines unless marked otherwise)
i. ADJN 25. LFOLD
2. AMDEMO 26. LIM
3. AMP 27. LSTCOM
4. BCDFPT 28. NUMBER +
5. BWBNDP 29. PDCHK
6. BWBSTP* (BWBNDP) 30. PERIOD
7. BWHIP* (BWBNDP) 31. PHDEMO
8. BWLOWP* (BWBNDP) 32. PLOT +
9. CHBNDP 33. PLOTS +
i0. CHBSTP* (CIiBNDP) 34. PROCES
ii. CHHIP* (CRBNDP) 35. PRTFAC* (PERIOD)
12. CHLOWP* (CHBNDP 36. SCALE
13. CPLOTF** 37. SIGGEN
14. ELFIND 38. STRDTA
15. FACTOR + 39. SYMBOL +
16. FETCH 40. SYNBP
17. FFT 41. SYNHP* (SYNRP)
18. FILTER 42. SYNLP* (SYNBP)
19. FLATSP 43. TELPLT
20. FMDEMO 44. TIMFCN
21. FRQFCN* (TIMFCN) 45. TTFP
22. FRQMUL 46. WRFF* (WRTF)
23. IDLMUL 47. WRTF
24. INPFOR
*Entry Point in subroutine named in parenthesis.
**Not used in SIGMA-5 version.




Calls: PLOTS*, FETCH, ELFIND, WRTF, WRFF, TELPLT, TTFP, CPLOTF, PRTFAC,
STRDTA, PROCES, LSTCOM, INPFOR, PDCRK.
Commons: blank, CFREQ, CDOM, CDATA, CCIRKT, (_ORD, CFLGS.
Description: MAIN is the overall controlling program whlch directs the
operations of co_and and data input, interpretation of input, data
storage, and command execution. Most of the detailed work in all opera-

























1 DO 2 I = 1,10
2 WORD(1) = 6H
CALL FETCH(WOROt L, NdAO)
IF(NOAD ,EO, O) GO TO i
CALL ELFIND(WORO, LTYP)




60, 70, 80, 90, lOu,
II0, 120, 13_, 14_, 15_, l@v, l?v, 18u, 196, 2bY,
210, Z20, 23v, 24v, 25_, 2@v, 27_, 28_, 29u, 3_,




















25 IF (LTYP .EG. 4) GO TO _0
CALL WRFF(AgFkLOtFR_I)
GO TO i
C • * TTY TIME PLOT








35 IF (NJUMP ,LI. I) NJUMP = I
CALL TELPLT(AtNST_NSP_NJUMP)
bO TO i
C * * TTY FREQUENCY PLOT
_O CALL TTFP(AtFRLOgFRHI)
GO TO I
C * * CALCOMP TIME PLOT
5_ aRITE(6t71_I} I{ITYPII,J), J = 1,2), I = 1,5)
7101FORMAT(IX,2(13,3X}!
00 TO 650
C * * CALCOMP FREQUENCY PLOT
60 CALL CPLOIFiA)
GO TO I
C * * PRINT PRIME FACTORS
70 CALL PRTFAC
_O TO I
C * * END OF JOB
80 GO TO ggg
120
MAIN (Continued)






















































C * * FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER
210 NTYP : 4
GO TO 600
22O GO TO 43O




24u GO TO 430
















290 NOUT = WORDI2)
IF(NOUT oLE, NBLK) GO TO 291
WRITE(6,7001) NBLK
GO TO I
291 IFINOUT - IBLK) 2_5,295t293
293 IF(PDFLGI CALL PDCHK
ITMP = IBLK ÷ 1












320 GO TO 3?G
330 GO TO 430











_70 GO TO 650
380 CALL INPFOR
GO TO 1
390 GO TO 650
400 GO TO 650
410 GO TO 650
420 GO TO &5_
430 wRITE(8,TO03)
GO TO 1
600 NOLK = N_LK + I
ITYP(N_LK,I) = NTYP





7001 FORMAT(- e _ ERROR * * LARGEST bLOCK NO I_ -912t- * *-)
7002 FORMAT(- PROCESSING COMPLETE THRU BLOCK -,12)
7003 FORMAT(- * * UNDEFINED STATEMENT * *-)
?004 FORMAT(- ENTER LOW, NIGH INDICES-)
7005 FORMAT(- ENTZR LOW, HIGH FREQUENCIES-)
7006 FORMAT(- START-)
7007 FORMAT(- ENTER NSTART, NSTOPt NJUMP-)











Description: ADJN adjusts N (number of data samples) co be a power of 2.
If the current value of N (either that computed to meet the Nyqulst cri-
terion or that entered by the user) is already a power of 2 it is not




IGAM : ALOO(N)/AL_3{2.) + .999
N = 2**IGA_




4. Subroutine AMD EMO
Called by: PROCES
Calls : FRQFCN, TIMFCN
Commons : blank, CDATA
Entries : none
Description: AMD_O simulates an ideal amplitude demodulator. Operating
on the frequency spectrum, the negative frequency components are all set
to zero to give a spectrum characterlstic of a complex time function.
The positive frequency components are then shifted down in the data array
by an amount corresponding to the center frequency of the demodulator,
thus positioning the spectrum at baseband. Transforming to the time
domain produces a complex time wave form; conversion to a real time wave
form is effected by replacing each time sample with one whose real part








N2 : N 12
F0 : WORD(JCTR)
CALL FRQFCNiA)
C e e REMOVE THE NEGATIVE FREOUENCY CUM_ulwE_T5
DO 10 I = I,N2
i0 A(1) = (0,, O,)
C * * MCVE THE M@DULATED CARRIE_ TU EEKu FKE_dE_CY
IFQ = Fu / DELF + ,5
NSTART = N2 + i
NoTOPl ffiN - IFV ÷ 1
DO 11 I = NSTART,N
11A(I - IFu) = A{I)
00 12 I ffiNSTOPl,i_
12 All) = 10,, _.}
C * * RECOVER THE AMPLITUDE INFOR,_ATION
CALL TIMFCN(A)
00 20 I ffiit_
TEMP ffiCABSiA(1))






Called by : PROCES
Calls : none
Commons : blank, CDATA
Entries : none
Description: AMP simulates an amplifi_-r. Its action is simply to mul-
tiply each data sample by a constant. Since the multiplication is the








XP = DATAIJCTR) / 2_,
G = IO,*_XP










Description: BCDFPT accepts binary coded characters representing numerl-
cal quantities and converts them to a real number which is returned
through the function name. This routine was adapted from CIRCUS with














','.IT'" : . FrT(., ' )
.. i'_, ' _.'T'..FR"', .'Cr , T,
:-C-: iq .:_, .Lb_:_C,y"?_:TAI"! .... T-,-- ,. ".
.._.I_r-.. :,3_ T_} ::- C;:'qV_RT-_:.:,
I = I%S_X ]F T-if Cr-;.R.','CT_P :-CI.',."_ C'.)NV_T:-',
J = I'_.'..CXC..;-._.-_ZSP."_;C;I'_TC' T_.F 21&IT J-l,
K = } ._,_E_'_..;--_C3;:I_'.O'.'.'h,rL£ ....:_ _EP P'=,TI _'..,_,
IK'Tk:GT_ _ISIT, _, _LUS, DECPT, _CR
LCGIC:_L EXPTL.3, CIC-L¢., D:;CFLG, _X_'.SN
....... r ', _ nIOlT(,")
-_I,/:-_)RI_N _(r.(_ I_K_]qM(-_I,I_.!T--C>(_I,R..S.LT(S)_ '
[;ATA PLJS_ MIX'U._ E_ '.).-"CPTI I_+, IH-_ IHE, 1_, /
F×P-LS = ,F._L_F:,
"I3FLC = ,F.'.L_L,


























TEST FCR SI6N, ]IGIT, DFCI.V,AL POINT, OR E
IF ( ICHAR-PLLIS } 13,23,13
I'_ IF ( ICHAR-,_,'INUS ) I_.,24,1_
14 DO 15 J=I,IG
IF ( ICrIAR-DI(31T(J) ) 15,25,15
15 CgNTI NLJE
I= ( ICHAP-DECPT ) 16_26,]6
]6 I_ ( IC'-I_-E } 21,29,21
PLUS SIG_
23 IF ( DIGFLO ) 30 Tn :;8
,$3 TC 31
:tINGS SIG'_
2& IF ( DI._FL6 ) G,.", TO 27
<_IG,N(1) : -I
..'inTO 31
DISIT FROV O TO Q
25 INTZGR(<) = IO*INT-._R(<I+J-I
NPLART = hPL,:,_T+K-I
DIG. FLG : .TRU F.
C_O T? 31
DECIVAL POINT
3"fLY _NE ">E( I'._AL P")INT PER NUVbE'_ IS ALLOWED.
T)!_CI',_AL POINT IS _.i").TALLO'_.;-ZD IN FXPCqENT.
26 IF ( DZCFLG l .qO T2 21



























27 KSISN(3) : -I
28 IF ; FxsIr--N ) 30 TO 21
EXSIGN : ,TRUE,
uO TO 3 _'
2,9 IF ( cXPFLG ) GO TO 21
IF ( .NCT. D]GFLS ) GO TO 21
;-XPFL3 = °TRUE,
K = _,
" D ' ',',PL,_SV = LART
31 C .qNT I N'JE
TH: "1LJr.'_.ER H'-,S _=FN S":-PZ_,_,TFD INTO INT=C=R, FRACTION,
A'_L,- EX_ONF_T _RTS.. COv61NE THr. v TC' =('R", T "r
N_'''4==,",_ I",,FLS,%TINq PCI'!T,
IF ( EXPFLC ) .30 TO 32
EXPS'; = I.
GO TO 35
CALCUL;tT .-- -_ro'_;._CNT..... .. AN _'xPr'F""I'IT.._ v/_v BE ONLY, T". 'm,_
bIGITS LC,N(_ .\N7_ LE£S TwAN 38 IN ,'4,_GNITUDF_.
32 IF ( NOL_RT-NPLASV-4 } 3_,33.2]
33 IEXPON = INTCGR(3)*KSIGN(3}
IF ( IABS( IEXPCN ) - 37 ) 34,3_,21
3_ _XPCN = ]9.**IEXPCN
NPLART = NPLASV
CALCUL#-,T = _4&NTISSA
35 RTSHFT = II,.**NPLART
RESULT(I} = FLOAT(INTEGRII}*KSIGN{I) 1
RESbLT(2) = FLOAT( INTEGR(2)*KSIGN(1) ) / RTSHFT
i3CDTPT = ( RESULT(1)_RESULT(2) )*_XPON
41 RETURN
ILL:5_L CHARACTER OR _{A9 SYNTAX.









Commons : CDATA, CFILT
Entries : BWBSTP, BWLOWP, BWHID
Description: BWBNDP simulates a Butterworth bandpass £ilter; auxiliary
entries prod.=ce simulations of Butterworth band stop, high pass, and low
pass filters.
The Butterworth filter produces a maxinlnally flat response defined
by the function
= 1
IH (WP)l _I + (_p2)n
where n is the filter order and Wp is a normalized frequency.
of Equation (i) are given by
(1)
_he poles
Sk = e je (2)
where
n , k = I, 2, ... 2n. (3)
With the poles known, the transfer function can be written in terms of
the n poles lying in the left half-plane as
1
H(s) ,, (s - Sl)(S - s2)(s - s3) ... (s - sn)
(4)
The Butterworth filter models are implemented with Equations _2), (3),
and (4). The computation of the transfer function, Equation (4), is
carried out in s_broutlne FILTER. Subroutine BWBNDP computes the values
of Sk, and sets up variables from which the normalized frequency, Up,
can be determined to satisfy _-he deflnlcions
= _/_ for low pass,
p c
0
= for band pass,
130







w = 3 dB corner frequency, and
C
B_ = full 3 dB bandwidth.
All Butterworth filters calculated with this model will exhibit 3 dB
attenuation at the corner frequency (low pass and high pass), or at one-
half the bandwidth away from the center frequency (band pass and band












2 FO = DATA(JLTR}








4 FO = _.
FCOFF = DATA(JCTR)
NR = DATA(JCTR+I)
6 AMP = 1.
DO 10 K = ItNR
T_ETA = 1.5707963 * ((2._ + NR-I)/NR)






Called by : PROCES
Calls : FILTER
Commons : CDATA, CFILT
Entries: CHBSTP, CHLOWP, CHHIP
Description: CHBNDP simulates a Tchebysheff bandpass filter; auxiliary
entries produce simulations of Tchebysheff bandstop, high pass, and low
pass filters.
The implementation of the Tchebysheff (equal ripple) filter model
is identical to that used for Butterworth filters except for the compu-
tation of the poles. The poles for the Tchebysheff filter are given by
Sk = _k + J_k (i)
where
a k = + tanh a sin 8,
u)k = cos 8
1 I_a = -- sinh'l
n _ '
n , k _ l, 2, 3, ... 2n,
¢ = ripple width, 0 < ¢ < i.
CHBNDP computes the poles and then calls subroutine FILTER which

















2 FU = DATA{JCTR)













6 X : i. / S_RT(EXP(.23_25851 * EPSOm) - I.)
ARG : X ÷ SQRT(X ** 2 + i)
AE : ALOGIARG) / NR
CALL FRQFCNIA)
DO 10 K : ItNR
THETA : 1.5707963 * ((2.*(K + NR)-I)/NR)
SIGK = TANH(AE} _ SIN(THETA)
OMEGK = COS(THETA)
i0 S(K) = CMPLX(SIGK, OMEGK)
FFAC - COSH(AE)
IF {.NOT. FFLG) FFAC - I.IFFAC
FCOFF = FFAC t FCOFF
AMP = i.
DO 15 K = I,NR
15 AMP : AMP * CA_S(S(K))







Calls: FRQFCN, SCALE, FACTOR*, PLOT*, NUMBER*, SYMBOL*
Commons : blank
Entries : none
Description: CPLOTF is used to produce high quality plots of frequency
spectra. The routine actually generates a data file suitable for driv-
ing an off-11ne CALCOMP plotter. Since the routine embodys both equip-
ment and procedural considerations, its use is probably limited to the









TH- F'LLO'.,.'IrJ:-,C?_,TRC, L .C.TAT_VE._,T '.".'STPPECE_B T_E
FXEC'._IT: CT,',T-_AcHT _'OR RU_.;S L).qlNG CALC.')v_) _l.,'hT5 .
@USE UNIT #, TPF$
CO;"vON N,IGAV,C-L?
CCVPLEX A(I )
CALL F R,_FC',_(_ )
1799 FSR_,'AT ( )
..:RITk (6,1716}
171._ FORMAT l- ENTFP FLO ANC FHI FOR CALC_ZP SP_CTRL'V PLOT.-)
R_'_.(5,1709) FLC,FHI
I_(XTF'ST.LT.I.=-3 '1 _,C" TC 9999
XTEST = xTESTIIA3S(=__) + A_S(FHI))
IFIXTEST.LT.I.._-3_,) GO TO 9999
YSPRED : 7._.
_!2 = ,'v,/2
NST = N2 + I'_T(FL'J/DELF) * 1
NSP = N2 + I._T(FNI/')ELF) - I
TI = I.=_-35
D3 4300 I : NST,'¢S_
T2 = CASS(A(I))
#(h6C IF(T2.GT.T]) T1 = T2
D_'^X = 2,").,)ALOGI (FI)


































































'b. ,-2,]. , B }
12.,O.,-5)
























X"!X,<CL - i ._Jw'YSDRE:")/TS',
NUVbERI-II.29,Y-.I _=',.2] ,YY,,.'.,-1)

















ID_ ),00,9, ]a )
{=Lr _- F_T}/2.
;'HI - ;':C:NTq'
R.3T.I.?) C3 TO ?IC_;
LCGI:,(_UPP!';) - i
,;!
A LC ,".-1 (FJP_E_)
I[:XP
IE×P
x I-i_'P-'_IE YP ).LT .I •.F_-2":}. A _..r,.(X I_-X p.,_ --










TENIFS = l .*IFL..':L
_CALFI = c,'._L_I,. ITE'tI_'S
L":. 4.) I = ,ITr:_'_P
X = I*SC_LEI
IF (VODII,5) ,E3, ') 60 TC' 32
CALL PLOT(X,-14,1,3)
GO TO 36




._6 CALL. PLL:T IX ,-14, ,2 )
. C_NTIrlL;_
)9 14.; I = I,IT;_vP
X = -I*gC::Lr-1
l:("r"h(l,S),'(.". . ....)_,• T_ 1_2
C "LL PLOT(X,-14,I,3)
'3C T'_ i_6





1_.:. CC.N T I']OF
DO 24.J I = C',ITE:IP
X = I*SCALt_I






p23 L, C_LL L'_T(X,,2,3)
236 CALL PLOT(X,...,,,2)
24 '.:, CCNT INUE
DO 3_U I = 1,ITEV',P
X :-I*SCALF1
IF(vOD(I,Si,E-G,.,} c,O TO 332
CALL PLOTIX,,1,3)
GO T9 336






} r-C TO 234
136
ICPLOTF (Continued)
Y = -i4, + " ,2"I
I= (':_'_(I,_} .:- :, .)
'.:tLL PL "T( ] ,l,V,_)
':_ T_ I_
I_. I_ ('.'_"(I,l . . .:". -')
rI_LL PL'T( 1 ,!6,_,'_)
2 r'" 1_
"7 " "LL PL .T( _ ,_,V, _)
i - _..hT Z'_L'-
A_.! = ! ./_UL::CL
r? T _ I_
"-_ TC I v
(LLL L."_'r..(- _,_6,-14.5,,21, _.,..,-I}
" 2 I = ],I!:L_CL
X'._'_ = -,12 - T*A<I
C:.LL ''_"_r'::(×;_-,-14.'_,,21,]o*!,: ,,-11
,.ALL 5V -, i (-'_,5,-. .C,._ , ,
C_LL ::.Y":_"L',-L,,5,-]'_._,,Pl ,1,'HFFr_L'T:-:_ = ,.,,]L")
"-LLL ';',."':'_R(-2..,-1:_.3,,,21,_'CFXT;,"., 1
C:,LL _"":_SL( .,-15.},.21,9._=SC*_LI = ,_,,9)
CZ,LL "._"_.r_1.<.4,-I=._,,2!,!o**IF_p,. .,, )
, . C:";TI;,J-
"=_' .... : "';_ - ',_T + 2L_
J-L_ = 2 ./ _ ....
" 3 I : I,ICTOP
"' _" <5 _TI = (_-'_q(_'.(__,.. . _.;T)))*× CAL
IF(TI ,LT, !,--7) C:O T_. _,
YI : (7 , iii IyC _.,i'_<[) ) * _. * >.LC'?;i:'(TI )
IF(YI ,L _-. -14,) %.] TL) 3;
xl = I _, PLILX - I...
IFIXI ,LT, -I_,} 5:3 T" _.:
IF(XI o'-T, 1 • ) ,';C T.3 3,
•_-(Y1,L_° • ) :-C TC., 2 _..
CALL. .3Y"_?L ( Y !,. 16, °21, 1_',, _ ,, I )
6C T _ 9


















Description: ELFIN]) compares a Hollerith string of up to six characters
to a number of pre-stored character strings. When a match is found, an
integer is set to a unique value which indicates the matched string. This
is the basic operation of identifying the input commands; the integer is
returned to the calling program and used to direct program flow to pro-
perly execute the command. T%is subroutine was patterned after a similar
subroutine in CIRCUS, but is essentially a complete rewritten version.
Program Listing:
SJsROjTINE ELFINO (NA'I£,L)
PARA'_ETER NM_X = 42
ELFINm TRIES TO VATCH T_E <rY WORD FRO_' AN INmUT DAT_
STRING (NAME) _zI_!ST ONF OF THF 4LLOWA_LE INPUT FOR_4S,
L IS SFT TO THE INDEX ,,,,_ICH COR_ESPO_ID_ T,O THE vATCHF_D
OI'_NSION _',_TC,t ( NvA× )
DATA ("_TC_*( I ) , l:1,':v_X)
A / 6HP.RINTI,6HPNINTF,6HTPLOTT,6HTPLOTF,6MCPLOTT,6HCDLOTF.
6HPRIuEF,6HENL)O, Jt6HI_'_;3NODt6H3._'LO.;PtSH:_._,'HIP 9#_H_%Wi_STP,
C 6HCHbNDP,6HCHL3;JP,SHCHHIP, 6HCHBST_,SHSYN___, 5"ISY'_LP,
D 5HSYNHP, 6HS IGC}F L, f:HF RQ;_L'L, 6H t6HIDLUUL,6_ ,
E 6HF_D E_,_'J,6_P HDE'.'3, ?H AI.'P, 3HLI_, 5HSL:)C <, !MYF_,
F 2HN0t IHN, 6H ,6HA'IDC_ ,_'_,6mFLATSD,6HLI"TCO,
G 6HCIRCUI,6_INP'_TF_ ,_..F,._rLET_, 61_INmCRT,6H_-.-PLAC,6_PFOCAT/.....
DO 11 I = I, NMAX
IF ( NA_E - _TCH( I} ) 11,21,Ii
11 CONTINJC










Description: FETCR is the main input routine, it reads in commands as a
string of BCD characters, decodes the various elements in the input stream
and stores them in array WORD. All blank characters are discarded; dif-
ferent elements are delimited by commas. Hollerith strings are truncated
to the first six characters and stored in WORD. Numeric characters re-
presenting data are converted to real numbers by BCDPFT prior to storage.
FETCH was also adapted from CIRCUS, but several changes were made. In




I,,iT F ,q= :_ ',_ ? S T ,-"L t"4< ,C ?"'.'a _" _-r_ T , rr',.'_ L ,PL L S .,r_?o Z'___",',""P _ T
!'ITFC:FR _.t'=:1, UFP2,_I.I_--_--_,._C)=PT,TITI :: . ,-,_r,
C I",- X _. ! :,_, TITL_(121
rT?'.".':"_ICPFT(_/ :" JFP2(r-,),rL'FPl(5.':I
? i ,.,,- \t q i ,-,,x_ .,;r-,'R-) ( 1 )
':, .'\T '_ ,'_PqST,_-L_',_<,C_."vt,,_FCPT,F'_'!P'L,"INLS,'II_F, XZ_DL:-.'_
] / I_- ,IF' ,i_,,I_, ,l "= ,I_'- ,I_0 ,IHO ,I_+ I
_)AT ,_,LP4R_h,m.._._r-_EN
1 I 1H( , l_l /




--_T,':_I!? .',=r_'::_:-=I-Lr INPI.'T .",L'EPq::'.'.,_a ' '."HICH P:-'T'I",'_
TI-;:: I .P_T ''T-I_, I'_ I.L CC?',ocC'.:IIV!:", CF'LL q. ._" THF
_._:_;,y ',<'1_:_.r_L)LL_:.':-,'ITI_ IS TR'JN r_Tr'_ TD 6 CHAP,,.
" '" ": J F] ___hTl
RE.A!) {5,1, C'I,EN:' : 1.7l ( bUF=I(I),I:I,_3 )


















DO 3 I = 196
"_ BUFF2(I) = RLANK
4 IF ( M-NCCLS I 40,1C;O,1c, O
* EXAMINE EACrt COLU_';N, RE.vOVE BLANKS, AND TEST FOR
SEPARATCRS,
4:) v, = _+i
TEST = 5UFFI(M)
IF ( TEST - _LANK ) 41,4,4.1
_,i IF ( TEST- COU'_A ) 42,6,42
42 IF ( TEST - _QUAL I 43,6,43
43 IF ( TEST - LPAqEN ) 44,6,44
_,4 IF ( TEST - PPAm. EN ) .5.5,4,45
/,5 N : N+I
_UFF2(N} = TECT
IF ( K ) "_,5,_.
* I_ TYPE HAS N.DT _CE'I SET (K:O}, TEST CHARa, CTER T"
DETER'.CINE- IF IT IS A DIGIT OR SIGN (NO DECISION),
A 4-8 PUNCH (TITLE CARL)}, A DECIHAL POI'qT (FLOATIi'_G
POINT _IU_.!EER), CR _qCNE OF THESE, IN WHIC_ CASE ._,
HOI_LEP. ITP WORL) IS ASSU_._ED, IF K IS SET,, IT '.,!ILL _E
:: ',,'HEN AN I NTFSER
1 WHEN _ F'I..OATING POINT NU._'(SF_P
2 '.,;HE,N A HOLLERITH _,n,RD.
5 I_CO_'_A : I
IF TEST - NZ } 52,51,51
5] IF TEST - NINE ) 4.,4,52
52 IF TEST - PLUS ) 53,4,53
53 IF TEST - ',',INUS ) 54,(.,54
5_. IF TEST - APOST ) 55,3C,55
55 IF TEST - DECPT ) 56,57,55
56 IF TEST - E ) 561,56C',561
55C IF N-1 ) 561,551,4
561 K : 2
GO TO (,









"- * ....<:LECT "OD p _- ,."'_'IVF_'SICN,.. ;_,_S ='_ UPOX <,
6 IF ( 4-I 1 7, 7,_
7 iIuFF3 = :_CDFPT( L';J;F2,._' )
I= ( \ ) l 5,]tO,_
_) ,.,32L;(L+ll = _:.,F_'3
,_'., T? _1
_. _:I:.{C-,: (_9l .-,_,9'..,]2_'(L+I )) (.IFFF2(I)gT=lt6)
91 L=L+i
C * I p NOT .:-._'_IS-_F _ .ITH T!--- C:_ m t'Ct_c_.;--, _FINITI',L!Z_
. -_,':_ CC'_jT!rJU._. 3 z Tr-r[: _lCf'l.q F"L ...... C':I;'.'.T_I% -'_. _,
_. "'m'._'tA l')r_'rr's¢ T'ir ":_XT rb,o_" _-R.o'I¢." , -'-L-TTur-
C. "_'.!'.'bE? _P ..,CqT, S ZC'VF-_TEb IN LL .:"_" r.'£T_4\.
I: ( ".'-tJZ2L2 l 2,1 ,1.
1 iT ( T:ET - _._,'.'"_'"/' l ii,i,11
ii LL = L
RETU:_X.
C * '.gV- A TITLe: d._:_.':., It!TO T'_[ TITL--_ ;_'_IR/,y•
3_ £Nr-,?_E(_2_I ' I,TI'rL -) (_:;L'FFI(1),I = 1,72}
30 TO i
C * -.* C.,_R') I V"r_,-; ,-to, r_--X pqoc:_¢rr__. ,.. . IF T -_ LACT
_, _-. _L '.'AS A C'_;."x _ (,_IC ....... = _ .- t.-.
C Tr1[_ NPXT Lt_R..), OTm,[R',,'ISE T_F_F _ I.S I;".F:r_'-_t_TIr.;_
t_ I'_ *_LI_F2_ T".., :".E CO;4VERT_[ -_-', _,'PT _ R '..HIF-_,. _-_TL_'.
q .,,'ILL RETU'_', TC Td_ ('ALLIXG _m_C_, t,',
1 IF ( qZ,O'llVA ) 6,1,6
C * FSTCm _CbNl. CJ'",C?'.'ITZ,'iT -E:'I;_,',T{.,_S C,_, _, N'J'..F E:_ ,'.IT_






20C' FS,_VAT (25b' _:*
- "13
(,_"FF2(II,I=I_6)








Description: FFT performs the direct and inverse fast Fourier transform.
This program is substantially the same FFT routine developed under Con-
tract NASAS-20054 and previously reported*. It has been modified, how-
ever, to remove the FLD function, available in FORTRAN V, which appeared
in the original version. These changes appear in the DO I0 loop, and
the version listed here contains only standard FORTRAN-IV statements.
*Walsh, J. R. and R. D. Wetherlngton, COS Down-Link Soec_,
Technical Report No. 7, Contract NAS8-20054, Georgia Institute of Tech-






N = 2 ** IGAM
NdIT = 36 - IGAM
NI = N - 2
DO 30 I = I,NI
IFLIP = 0
IX = I
O0 lO J = I,IGAM
IOLD = IX
IX : IX / 2
I_IT = IOLO - 2 * IX
10 IFLIP = 2 * IFLIP + IoiT
IF (I ,LC, IFLIPI OO TC 3_
II = i + I





DO 80 I : I,IGAM
NEL = 2** I
NEL2 = NEL I 2
NSET = N / N_L
51 = DSINIPlZ/N_L)
CI : DCOSIPI2/NEL)
OO 80 ,; = I,N5ET
INCR = ( J - 1 ) * NEL
50 = 0,_DO
CO = 1,0DO
DO 80 II : I,NELZ
Jl = II + INCR
J2 = Jl + NEL2
T1 = A(JI)
T2 = A(J2) * CMPLXICO_ 15N * 50)
A(JI) = T1 + T2
AIJ_) = T1 - T2
SN = 50 * Cl + CO * 51
CS = CO * CI - SO * 51
CO : CS
80 SO = SN
IF IlSN ,6T, 0) GO TO 12U
DO llO I : I,N
















Description: FILTER operates on the components in the frequency array
to complete the computations for any type of Butterworth or Tchebysheff
filter. Given the poles, Sk, determined by BWBNDP or CHBNDP, FILTER
calculates the transfer function
I
H(fp) - (fp . Sl)(fp . $2 ) .,. (fp . Sn )
where n is the filter order (number of poles) and fp is a normalized
complex frequency defined by
- f - f




Jfcutoff high pass or band stop filters
f - f ,
0







TEST = EXP'35. / _R)
CALL FRQFCNiA}
OO 30 I = I,N
II : I - I - NIl
F = II * DELF
FP = SIGNiZ.,F) _ (AOS(F} - FO) / FCOFF
IF (FFL3) bO TO 15
IF (A_5(FP) .LT. I.E-Ib) GO TO _5
FP = -I./FP
15 IF (AbS(FP) .GT. leST) GO TO 2D
Z = CMPLXIO.,FP)
HD = CMPLX(I..O.)
OO 20 K = I,NR
20 HD = HD _ (Z - S{K)}
A{I! = AMP _ A(I) / HD
GO TO 30









Commons: blank, CDATA, CDOM
•ntries : none
Description: FLATSP loads the frequency array with components of uniform
amplitude thus simulating the spectrum of an impulse function. It is













DO 10 I = I_N









Description: FMDEMOsimulates the action of an FMdemodulator. Operat-
ing on the frequency spectrum, the negative frequency componentsare all
set to zero to give a spectrum characteristic of a complex time function.
The positive frequency componentsare then shifted down in the data array
by an amount corresponding to the center frequency of the demodulator,
thus positioning the spectrum at baseband. Transforming to the time do-
main and taking the complex logarithm of each time sample produces an
imaginary part equal to the phase angle (modulo2_). A tracking loop
corrects for excursions beyond the + n range thus reconstructing the









N2 = N /2
FO = WORD(J(.TR)
CALL FRQFCN (A)
C * * REMOVE THE NF._OATIVE FREQUENCY COMPONENTS
DO 10 I = 1,N2
i0 A(I) = (U,, C_.)
C * * MOVE TH_ ML)OULAT_O CARRIER TO ZERO FRE(.QUENCY
IFU = FU / DELF + .5
NSTART = N2 + i
NSTOPI = N - IFG "*"i
DO ii I = NSTART,N
11 A(I - IFO) = A(1)
DO 12 I = NSTOPI,N
12 A(1) = (0., u,)
C * * RECOVER THE ANGLE INFORMATION
CALL T I,v.FCN (A)
A(1) = CLOG(A(I})
THETA2 = AIMAG(A(1))
DO 2U I = 2 ,N
A(1) = CLOG(A(1))
THETAI = AIMAG(A(1))
THETAT = THETAI * TrIETA2
IF(THETAT .LE, 0,) SC TO 21
GO TO 29
21 IF(A_S(THETAI) .LE, 1,57) GO TO 29
IF(THETA2 ,GE, U.) GO TO 22
J = J - I
GO TO 29
22 J = J + i
29 THETA2 = THETA1
TEMP = THETAI + PI2 * J
20 A(1) = CMPLX(TEMP, u,)
A(1) = CMPLX(AIMA_(A(1)), U,)
C * * Z_RO THE D-(- CO."IPONENT
CALL FRQFCN(A)










Description: FRQMUL provides the action of a biased half-wave rectifier;
operating on the time function, it passes only those time samples whose
amplitude exceed a fixed threshold (currently set at 0.5 volts). The
resulting signal is rich in harmonics of the carrier frequency. Particu-
lar multiples can be isolated by filtering. Note that the output of








ND_L = 2 * N - i
DO 100 I = I,NDoL,2
A(I) = A(1) - THRE5
A(I + i) = O.









Commons: blank, CDATA, CFREQ
Entries: none
Description: IDLMUL is an ideal multiplier which operates in the time









FLO = DATA(JCTR + i)
CALL TIMFCN(A}
PI2 = 6,2831_53
wLO = PI2 * FLO
DO 1 I = I,N
II = ! - 1
T : II * D_LT






Calls : ELF IND
Commons : CWORD
Entries : none
Description: INPFOR is a service routine that will llst the input format
and define the parameters of any block input command. It is added as a
convenience to the remote terminal user; it has no affect on the circuit







GO TO ( i, i, I,
A ii, 12, i3,
21, i, 23,
C i, I, I,





IF (FLG GO TO 999
35 *R11£(6,7035)
.RITE(6 7111)
IF (FLG GO TO 999
9 WRITE(6,7OU9}
wRITE(6,71ol}
IF (FLG GO TO 999
IU _RITE{6,7OIu)
w_IT£{6 71u2)
IF (FLG GO TO 9Vw
11 _RITE(b,7_II)
wRITE{6 71_2)
IF (FLG GO TO 999
12 wRITE(6,7CI2)
aRITE(b,71b1)




IF (FLG) GO TO 999
I, I, i, i, i, 9, i_,
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 2U,
I, 2b, 26, 27, 2_, i, i,
34, 35, i, i, i, I, I,
150
INPFOR (Continued)
!z. ..',2IT _ {_,7"14)
",KIT--(5,TI 21
".'RI T= (5,71' 3)




I= (=L "_) SO T,'I 9")_
RITr(5,7 l_l15 ,'. ..
,"RIT-(5,71 I )
'._IT£'(6,71- :)
IF (FL",-) r_? T2 e]9
!7 ."=IT_{_,""I -t)
.,._IT_(,% 71 ])
]P (FI_r ¢C T" o99
19 '..'?[T-- (,),Tql?)
,RIT_ (5,7l"2l
.T_- (F'L5 ,:..--. r.--,, o0'_.
11; ,'_IT:(A,7,'I£)
,,,_ I T'T ( ', , 7 ! 2)
I L: (FL.'-., C-_; T3 'Jg_
.'RIT_"(6 71, 7)
I_-- (_L? r_S Tr, 099
_, ,,_qlT=- 5_7r!4)
',"_IT-_- £ Vl '7)
I-- (= ,"- '-" T" q')9",.
ZG .'.RIT = 6,7"26")
:,.RIT__ 5 71" 7)
IF (= % C2 TO 9_9
21 ._qITF 5,7."2] )
','-<IT_ r-_71 _)
IF (_LS ..GO T'" 9'-)9
Y:, ...F_I T [:(6,7 :,22 )
IF (FL.% "-0 T? q.?_
2"7 ..'RITF(C-,7_2 ")
I= (FLG) r-c T? ,_r,,)
2_? ,."_IT_(6,? 2 (:)
.,'RITE(5,711' )
%,. IF (,..0_'{9) ._-}. :,--ILL1 :-_1"T_' 5!"
..,'RIT= (5,7!12) _OR](?)
(._'." TC _9:)




7.j_': F" _'_ A T










7018 F OR',*_ T









IX,A6,- IS NOT AN INPUT COMMAND-)
r- _.WBNDP, F_., BW, N_-)
t- 9WLO_'.'P, FC, qR-)
t- LiWHIP, FC, NR-)
I- B_BSTP, F.'._, BtV, NR-)
t- CHBNDP, F.., ;.::4,NR, EPSDB-)
I- CHLOWP, ;"C, Ni_, PPSD:3-)
I-CHHIP, F(', _R, ERS_)B-)
I- CHBSTP, _-.-, _W, NR, EPSDS-)
l- SYNBP, F:, _,,,', NR-)
/- SYNLP, FC, ._iR-)
/- SYNH °, FC, ._.!q-)
I- SICGEN, _.;_ FVOP, A!.', P'_, FV, A-)
I- F R_'UL- )
I- IDLVUL, Al_r_, F-'L9-)
I- F.VDE'_O, FS-I
/- PHDE_,PO, F.,-I
I- AMP, GAI,_-/- C_IN = VOLTAGE G_IN, b_-
- (6 m_. = FACTOR CIF 2)-)
702B FOR:4AT(I-LI_:, CL, OH, GL-)
7334 FOR"_T(I-.. AMDEVm,_ F;-)
7335 FORMAT(/-FLATSP, _K'P, DELF, N-)
71,,] F.")R:4AT(- FC = CENTER rRE'_, HZ-/- BW = BANDWIDTH, HZ-/
A - NR = NU_ZBEP C,F SECTIONS-}
"/102 FOR'_AT(- _C = CORN_-R FQrc, HZ-/- NR = ,NLIMBFP OF S_CTIONS-}
7103 FORMAT(- EPSDq = CHE_OY._LHCV RIPPLE FACTCR, D_-}
7104 FORMAT(- F;: = CARRI..--.R FREQ, HE-/
A - FMO9 = '4ODULATION FREC, HZ-I
B - A_' = PFRCENTAGE A_,PLITUDE _'ODULATION-I
C - PM = PEAK PHASE DEVIATION, RADI#P.'$-I
,'E_K F R E,9.D - FF' =- " ' UFNCY DE'jIATIO,"}, _Z-/
E - A = PEAK AMPLITUDE, VOLTS-}
7105 FORMAT( INC PARA,.:TERS) )
71,J6 FOR','ATI- ALO = PEAK AMPLITUDE OF LO $1GNAL_ VCLTS-/
A - FLO = FRE.T_ OF'LO, HZ-)
71&7 FCRVATI- FO = CENTER FREC, NZ-)
711_ F_R?AAT(- CL = LOW CLIPPl;_G LEVEL, VOLTS-/
A CH = HIGH CLIPPING L r _"- ,_V..L, VOLTS-/
B - GL = LIMITER GAIN, VOLTS/VOLTS-)
711! F,')RY._ATI- AYP = A'4PLITUF) = OF SPECTRAL LINES-/
A - r)ELF = FR_Q SEPARATION OF LINES, _Z-/
B - N : ARRAY SIZE-)









Description: LFOLDprovides the action of folding and unfolding the fre-
quency spectrum to meet the requirements of the FFT. The frequency do-
main representation is always ordered by frequency except when entering
















Commons : blank, CDATA
Entries : none
Description: LIM operates on the time function to produce ideal limit-
ing. Signal excursions are clipped to specified upper and lower limit
levels. Note that the output of LIM is not bandlimited and the user










DO I | = 1,N
A(I) = GL_AII)
IF IREALIA(I)) .LL. CLEVL) A(1) : CMPLXICLEVL,U.)











Description: LSTCOM is a service routine that will list all of the valid
cor_nands that are recognized by FATCAT. It is included as an aid to the




f" ..... ' /f'.,',]'_r.?/ 'i_Rr_(1 )
,.."_,IT = (5 ,7 "" :)
IF (,'.':.'R]IPl°''3° 31_'_'LLI '-'? T? 2_
IF (',,,'2r_7(7 .E,%. 5F-Sr)_."<(-I " _ T,? 2 _
I; ( _],R1:(2 .F.';. 6.H=ILTE _ 5:? T:: _.i
IF: (,,'_'RD(2,,.. .= _. 6H_-'"".),_,. .D) %q F_ 4"
I= (',_,.',x(2 • . .SC) ,,,'_T =_.
I: (;'.'0_'_12 .:L). 6HC_TP_')., _ _. T ^ _0
IF (."?;R_'(2 .-0. _._\,S!?__) _C' T] ?.,
IF. (A_q .(2 o: _. 6_LI_T r') . q]
ARIT_(6,7"?') '.O_,'D(2 }
G3 TO 999
2" ,:RIT_ 6,7" 2)
IF {I .F.S. ) G3 T'S gg'_
"_, wRITE 6,7. _)
I=, (I ,:.q, ") ,:_"_T_ _'3:)..
4., ','RIT_= 6, _, .4)
IF (I ._. _) L%.j T _ 999
5, ',','RIT_6,7 _)
IF (I .F',. ) S'? TC o_q
6. ,','RITr 6,7" '6)
I= (r .C_. ") r,o T? o9o
7: ,'.'_IT__ 6,7"7)
,_,' TO 9"_9
',PlTE 6, "_r" B)
7,.-,I F3R',_AT(/I.=X,-CAT( ;,T Z'_'"';"N_) SU ...._RY-)
7_.2 FCR_'_T{ /I .'X,-'_,q.'FC_-c-//- %I'_%icN-,'SX,-SISHAL 6ENZRAT%"-/




A - _WENDP-,5X,-BAND PASS-/
B - BWLOWP-,5X,-LOW PASS-/
C - BWHIP-t6Xt-HIG!! PASS-/
D - F_WBSTP-t5X ,-BAND STOP-/
E /- TCHEBYSHEFF--/
F - CHBNDP-,SX,-BANb PASS-/
G - CHLOWP-95X,-LOW PASS-/
H - CHHIP-,6X,-HIGH PASS-/
I - CHdSTP-t5X_-BAND STOP-/
J /- SYNCHRONOUSLY TUNED--/
K - SYNBP-,6X,-_AND PASS-/
L - SYNLP-,6X,-LOW PASS,-/
t,_ - SYN,_P-,6X-HIGH PASS-)
700_, FORVAT(/,!",,X,-EV0r3ULATORS--//
A - FMDEuO-,SX-F_ DEM_DULAT,,']R-/
h - A_4DEMO-,Sx,-AM DE:/CDULATOR-I
C - PH_E'_O-,SX,-PH_SE .r).E_n,DL'LATOR-)
70L, 5 FORMAT(I,13X,- MISC-"LLANECUS -//,
A - FROr_'UL-_SX,-FRE_UE_ICY '_'ULTIPLIER-/,
C - IDLVUL-,5X,-IDEAL VL!LTIPLIER-/
D - A_AP-, 8 X ,-A,'4PL IF IER-/
E - LI_-,8X,-LI_41TER-)
7036 FORMATII,ICX,-CONTROL CC'MMA,"_DS-//
A - PRINTT-,5X,-PRINT TIME FJNCTION-/
B PRINTF ,SX,-PRINT FR_.,UENCY FUNCTION /
C - TPLOTT-,SX,-PRINTEP PLOT OF TI;4_ FUNCTION-/
D - TPLOTF-,SX_-PPI.NTER PLOT OF FREQUED.'.CY cUNCTIO,N-/
E - CPLOTT-,SX,-RE_,OTE PLOT OF TI_'E FUNCTION-/
F - CPLOTF-,SX,-REMOTE PLOT OF FREQUENCY FUNCTION-/
G - BLOCK-oOX,-PROCESS SIGNAL TO OUTPUT OF BLOCK SPErIFIED-/
H - PRIMEF-SX,-LIST PRIVE FACTORS OF ALL SOURCE FREQUENCIES-/
I - END OF JOE-,IX,-TERUINATES RUN-/
J - INPUT FORNATS,BLOCKhA*,'E LIST INPUTS FOR NA_ED BLOCK-/)
7007 FORMAT(/,&X,-SPECIAL CO'4'_ANDS TO SPECIFY ARRAY SIZE-//
A - YES-,BXt-LISTED ARRAY SIZE ACCEPTABLE-/
B - NO-t9X,-LISTED ARRAY SIZE NOT ACCEPTA£LE-/
C - N-,13X,-SET ARRAY SIZE" TO SPECIFIER VALUE-/)
7038 FORUATI/,- LIST CO'v'MANDS - COMMANDS ARE LISTED BY GIVING-,
A - TWO ALPHANUMERIC-/- WORD SETS SEPARATED BY a CO_M_, -,
B -THE FIRST IS -,I,-t-,-LIST COM.MAND,-,IH-/,- POSSIBLE-,
C - SECOND WOR_S AND THE RESULTIN6 OUTPUTS ARE--/
D - ALL-,12X,-LIST ENTIRE CO_._AN9 SET-/
E - SOURCES-,BX,-LIST CO_ANDS FOR SOURCE BLOCKS-/
F - FILTERS-,SX,-LIST COyVANDS FOR FILTERS-/
3 - DEMODULATORS-,3X,-LIST COMMANDS FOR DEMODULATORS-/
- '_ISC-,IIX,-LIST OTHER _LOCK COW'ANDS (A_P,LI_ ,ETC}-/
I - CONTRDL-,BX,-LIST CONTROL CO_ANO5-1
J - NSIZE-,13X,-LIST CO_'_ANDS CONTRCLLING ARRAY _IZE-/
K - LIST COM_ANDS-,2X,-LIST THE A_OV_ INFORVATION-/)












Calls: PERIOD, FETCH, ELFIND, ADJN, PRI'FAC
Commons: blank, CWORD, CFLGS
Entries: none
Description: PDCHK is used in checking the period of the data set and
ascertaining that the Nyquist criterion is met. This subroutine is
largely executive in nature; the major calculations are carted out by
subroutine PERIOD. PDCHK is called when processing is called for, pro-
vided a new source frequency has been added since the last processing
call. On its initial call, it determines the period of the data set,
and the associated Af, At, and array size. On any subsequent calls
(which happen only if a new source frequency has been introduced), it
checks to see if all frequencies are still periodic on the established
period. If they are, processing continues; if not, an error message
is written and the run terminated.
Program Listing :
,,.,.__ .,,._,.v -_rLT D"
<,..N /CFL.,'2-5I F FLS_ZRFL,GC "_'1"_ ' ' 3




I_(A,RFL,: :) (-_C TO 5..
';SET = N
'.RIT_(6,?.'-_} PD,CCL_
I. ".'RITP(6,7 _ i) N,I _'v'-_'_, '-LT.
2 CALL FETC" ('.'C._7 ,L''_ 'r)
CeLL ELZlq_'('"rcn,LT vr_)
I_(LTYP ,_:i, 3 '} S" T" oC."
IF(LTYP °_0, 711 "_') T%
• _" T" a"IFILTYP ,E'q_o "_2} .J.,




3',_ WRI TEl 6,70,'i3)
GO TO 20
4C '_ = WORO(2}
NFLG = ,_
CALL ADJN
IFIN ,GE, NS_T) ._ TO lO
NFLG = 1
GO TO 9,)9









ggb" N = NSET
Q99 PDFLG = °FALSF.
ARFLG = °TRU r,
RETURN
?US_ FOR_.,AT(/,- _ERIOD = -,IPEIO°3,- SECONDS,-,-DELTA-F = -,
A EI:_.3)
7301 FOR_AAT(- N = -,16,-, IGA_I = -,12,- , DELTA-T = -
I ,IPEIO,31- IS THIS SATISFACTORY-)
1002 FOR_ATI- INPUT VE._NINGLESS * ENTER YES, NO, OR t',VAL'IE-)
7033 FORMAT(- :NTE_' N, VALUE-)
?004 FOR_AT(- N : -,16,- UNACCFPTAP. LF ** .N vUST-
I - BE-,16,- TO MEET NYQUIST CRITFRION-I
7005 FORMAT(- SOURCE FREQUENCIES REQUIRE THE ARRAY SIZE -
I -TO BE -,19//- PRIME FACTORS ARE-/)







Called by : PDCHK
Calls: AD]N
Commons : b lank, CFREQ
Entries : PRTFAC
Description: PERIOD factors each source frequency into prima fac=ors
and constructs the highest comnon factor to determine Af and the asso-
ciated smallest period on which all of the frequencies are periodic.
From the period and the high_.st frequency present, the number of sam-
pies to meet the Nyquist criterion is computed; this number is adjusted
upward (if necessary) to a power of 2 by ADJN.






5 _AXFAC : 0
DO lOO I : I,NFR
C * * CONVERT IT_ FREC TO INTEGER,
IFR = FR(1)
C * * CLEAR IT_ COL OF FACTOR ARRAY IA,
_0 I0 J : 1,30




C * * FACTOR ITH _k_O. I[_T.9 PRINIE FACTORS,
GO TO 40
3L, ITEST = ITE_T + IDF_L
('gEL = 2
_,.._IF(IFR ,50, I) 50 T.h g,-)
ALl v = SQRT(IFR)
IF(ITEST ,,_T, ALl ;v) 50 TO 60
53 IF(,',4OD(IFP,IT_-ST) ,NE, u) .GO TO 30
IA(J,I) = IT.FST
J = J + I
I=(J ,GE, 3C) GO TO 09_?
IFR = IFR I ITEST
GO TO 5't:
63 IAiJ,I ) = IFR
9_ IF (u ,GT, t,'._XF,_C) '._AXFAC = J
16 _ CONTINUC
IF (FLAG) ,_0 TO I...2
LI_ = .VAXFAC + I
DO 101 I = I,LIM
Ibi vQRITE(6,711) I,(IA(I,JI,J"I,NFR)
GO TO 999
C * * ALL _R__S FACTOqE[_, PPIVF FACTC_S I"_ _IP51 NF_ COLb
C * _, OF IA, FIND CO_'_QN _ACTORS AND PLACE IN lOUT,
102 (OCT = i
90 ]13 I = I,NFR
110 ICT(I} = 1
12.'.-._ I_,IAX = 0
DO 130 I = I,NFR
13J IF(IA(I,I) ,GT, I_,AX} IMAX _" IA(I,I)
C * * ADVANCE ALL ARRAY POI_ITER5 TO A FACTOR ,O_:, IFIAx,
135 DO 2JO I - I,NFR
143 J = ICT(1)
I;(IA(Jtl) ,E.O, O) ,St) TO 4C;0
i_(IA(Jtl) ,G_., INAX) GO TO 200







C _ _ IF ALL P_)I,',Ti I- =-'._Tgq5 £"C,E NPT [",;X, _[;'Vt*_ICE I>'AX.
; 1 "_ I,) C 22,,. [ : I,',_-;
J : ICT(1)
IP(IA(J,I) ,'+-. ['::,Y) ,1:0 TO 3uC
,_P"; , ,..'-i ,'4T I \' d ;
." , . _-,, T=v,', ,',,'_ CT_D 9 ";_. :,'rTr-'_'rc'-'_r.,C" 'FtC-,L.FZ_CTC, q,,+ . , , . .
InL;T([gCT) _: [""_Y,
I"C y = I")('T + I
' 2"_ " I : ] ,,_gz
"_': ICT(I ) = ICT( II + !
": I "!A'< : t,'_(d, I )
._; T" 135
_*.... I "dr = IOCT - '
,-LF : i.
[z "., ='"T-, -,_[ .r', I_,JT, [;!{L p, : I. _T-l:Tq'., ISi P-LF =
I{ } "..... " .'I''f'TI -- ' ^_ .'-LL :;_I"=. <_ I" I'" T.
iF-(f"'r .-'-" ) .3 T'_ 6.-
-'" /'! ' i : ' _T'_CT
c]" ' :L 7 : .";:L_Z*.T"'JT(!
&7 = D:'_ _- ] . I!"fILF
'.'LX : •
,"_D &2 " I : I,";F_
q2. I=-(=RtI) ,CT. _.',',X) FvAx : _(11
r. , . SA'ef;LI_C,,. P=l?I_3_. T(. '.'==T..._,IY: _.I.:l rRllUr'.lO,N,.,
'_ : 2, * aC', * F"aX + ,5













Calls : FRQFCN, TIMFCN
Commons : blank, CDATA
Zntries : none
Description: PHD_40 simulates the action of an ideal phase demodulator.
Operating on the frequency spectrum, the negative frequency components
are all set to zero to give a spectrum characteristic of a complex time
function. The positive frequency components are then shifted down in
the data array by an amount corresponding to the center frequency of the
demodulator, thus positioning the spectrum at baseband. Transforming
to the time domain and taking the complex logarithm of each time sample
produces an imaginary part equal to the phase angle (modulo 2_). A track-
ing loop corrects for excursions beyong the _ _ range thus reconstruct-









N2 = N 12
F0 = wORU(JCTR)
CALL FRQFCN(A)
C _ * REMOVe Tm£ Nb3ATIVc F_c_UENCY COmPONeNTS
DO 1O I : I,N2
lu A(II : (O.. _.)
L * * MOVE THE MC.DULATcu CARRIE_ TO ZENO FREqUeNCY
IFu : F_ / DELF + .5
NSTART : N2 + i
NSTOPl : _ - IFO + 1
OO 11 I = NSTART.i_
ii A(I - IFO) : A(I}
_O 12 I = NSTOPlt_
12 A(I} : (v,, 3,)




OO 2o I : 2,N
A(I) : CLOG(A(I})
THETAI : AIMAG(A(1))
THETAT : THETAI * THETA2
IFITHETAT .LE. 0.) GO TO 21
GO ro 29
21 IF(AO$(T_ETAI) oleo 1.57l GO TO 29
IF|THETA2 .G£. J.) _O TO 22
J : J - 1
GO TO 29
22 J : J + 1
29 THETA2 : T_ETAI
TcMP = THETAi + PI2 * d
2v A(II " CMPLX(TEMP, v._
All) = CMPLXIAIMAG(A[I)). _.)
C * * ZERO TME O-C COMPONEhT
CALL FRQFCNIA)






Calls: SlGGEN, AMP, BWBNDP, BWLOWP, BWHIP, BWBSTP, CHBNDP, CHLOWP, CHHIP,




Description: PROCES is simply a switching routine that calls the proper




































































C * * * THI_ 5UoRCUTINC EbTAoLISHE5 ORDINATE 5CAclNG FOR
C THE REMOTE SPECTRUM PLOTTER.
IF(_MAX,Lc.u.) GO TO Iv
MAXSCL = 0
I MAXSCL = MAXSCL + iO
DIFF = DuMAX - _AXSCL
IF(OIFF.GT,O.) GO TO i
GO TO 999
i0 MAXSCL = 0
11 MAXSCL = MAXSLL - lu
DIFF = {QBMAX - MAXSCL)
IF(DIFF.LE.G.) _0 TO 11









Called by : PROCES
Calls : none
Counons: blank, CDATA, CDOM
Entries : none
Description: SIGGEN generates and stores in the data array s_mples of
the time function for the specified carrier frequency, modulation fre-
quency, modulation types, and modulation indices. Modulation types in-
clude AM, FM, and PM; AM can be used in combination with either of the
other two. At least one of the indices for FM and PM must be zero.
SlGGEN flags the data array as containing a time function.
Program Listing :
........ "_','/,'- D t_T ' / J_TR,_AT_(2 )
Cy""','?',_ ":,TL2A","--LF •":'LT
Cg'vPl_:X A( ] )
L_}IC_L :;._'.'F L ",
-),_'7_L,", = °TRLIP,
_I C = ?_.T:_(Jr T r )
i-',OOD = F...t,'T,-',(JCT_ + I)
PCTA'-' = :)._TAIJCT: + 2l
PKPI-_:V = [7-'_:*(J CT_ + ? )
PiP,";',r_,v = "ATt"(JC/R + _')
: _u _ = b'',rA (JCTW + 5 )
P12 = 5.265!£_?
..;C = PI2 _ F"C
.,,L. = _I2 * F':."")
.: ,- T ,,.,tA',, = _CT_:" / I , •
IF(_K_r_V ,T-T, , I • t,'-'' PKF°_V 0" T, • .l I .r'0 T'). q-"(,
[=IPKFq_V. .qT. . 11 f:_ TC r
_:0 i I = I ,':
II = I - _
= I I * DILT
CC_F = -_'ID$ * ( I, + .:TAA'._ * CP_-("" _ T ) l
:,'4u = _'£ _ T + _'_P'_V * C?S( ''':'1 * T)
1 ,'.(I) = C'.',PLX(IC"TLF * :l';{.t',:3l}, :'.)
1,_ T": ,}-_3
_ . ::_T'-_;'.! = pFr':'V / F' '_'"
"'^ 2 I = I,"
I! = I - 1
T = I I * )--LT
Cn =: = '_vP5 * ( i. + :;TA;,v * r--( * I ))
A\,3 = WC * T ÷ , ;'TAF-' * "-l,,I " .' T )
2 &If } = C"PLXIIC'S-F * SI \(_''15))' ')
:._C T2 _99
},, ,,'_I T'-I6, l"l l
I_I _']q','_T(l" ,-TI _- _CN r_R?_ - i-1_ FR } P_ ";D I'i_IC "_-'
. - <pEclr I_-"-)





Commons: CDATA, CFREQ, CFLGS, CCIRKT, CWORD
Description: STRDTA stores the input parameters of all circuit blocks
in permanent storage. The incoming data is removed from array WORD
(placed there by FETCH) and stored in the basic data storage array DATA.
Storage is dynamic, with the data location specified by JCTR. The type
of block and the associated value of JCTR is stored external to this









JCTR = ITYPINBLK + 1,2)
DO I0 I = 19K1
I0 DATA(JCTR ÷ ! -I) = WORD(I + 1)
JCTR = JCTk + K1
IFIK2 ,EQ, O) GO TO 999
PDFLG : ,TRUE,
DO 20 I = I,K2
TEMP = WORDiK3 + II
IF (TEMP .LT. i.) 80 TO 20
NFR = NFR + i












Called by: PROC ES
Calls : FRQFCN
Commons : blank, CDATA
Entries : SYNLP, SYNHP
Description: SYNBP provides a model of a synchromously tuned bandpass
filter. Entries SYNLP and SYNHP provide low pass and high pass models.
The filter transfer function is computed to be
n





n _ number of sections,
If for low pass,
/f_o
=_- f' /f for high passco
bf - fo)/f_o for bandpass,
f' = f l_(n),
CO CO
@(n) -V/2 I/n - I,
and fco is the nominal corner frequency in Hz. For this idealized filter,
the insertion loss at the center of the pass band is zero, and the atten-
uation at the corner frequency is 3 dB. The computed transfer function



















10 F0 = U.
FCOFF = OATA(JLTN}
NR = DATA(JCTR + I)
2U TEST = EXP(35o / NR)
CALL FRQFCN(A)
X = EXPI.6931_718 / NR)
PSI = SQRT(X - I.)
FCPR = FCOFF / PSI
OO 50 I = 1.N
II = I - I - N/2
F = II * D_LF
FP : SIGN(1.,F) * CAbS(F) - FO) I FCPR
IF (FFLb) bO TO _u




A(1) = All} / D
GO TO 50










Description: TELPLT is a routine which provides a remote teletype plot
of the time waveform data. The routine provides the capability of plot-
ting selected portions of the array containing the data. This portion
of the data array to be plotted is controlled by specification of the
input parameters NST, NSP, NJUMP which specify the starting point in
the data array, the stopping point, and the number of data array points
skipped between plotted points.
r








DO i I = NST,NSP,_JUMP
: REAL(A()})
IF(_.LTo_MIN) DMIN =
i IF(o°GT,mMAX) dMAX = b
IF((JMAX-BMIN),LT.I.E-3v) _0 TO 999
_0 33 I : 1,50










7 FORMAT(Im,BX,IMI,Iv(5M .... I)}
bO i_ I = NST,NSP,NJ_!'_P
: REAL(A(1))
M = INT(_*_O.+.5)






















Called by: AMDEMO, FMDEMO, FRQMUL, IDLMUL, LIM, PHDEMO, TELPLT, WRTF
Calls : LFOLD, FFT
Co=m_ons : blank, CDOM
Entries : FRQFCN
Description: TIMFCN checks the type of function stored in the d_ta ar-
ray (indicated by DOMFLG) and transforms when necessary. A call to
TIMFCN will assure that a time function is in the data array, while a





























Description: TTFP is a routine which provides a remote teletype plot of
the frequency function. The frequency spectrum is plotted between the
limits specified as input parameters. These input parameters a_e FLO
and FHI which specify the low and high frequency limits, in fls, of the
spectrum to be plotted.
Program Listing:
5U_ROdTINE TTFPIA,FLO,Fhl)
C * * TffIS SUBROUTINE PROVIDES A TELYTYPE PLOI OF IH_ FREQUENCY





C * * * *
NST : IN/2) + INTIFLO/D_LF * 51GNI.5,FLO)}
NST = NST + 1
MoP = |N/2) ÷ INTIFHI/DcLF + SiGNI,5,Fml))




IEND = NSP - NST + 1
DO 1 I : I,IEND
DE CTMP : CAbS(A(NST + I - i)}
IF(OECT"IP.LT.I.z-3_) DECT;¢JP : I.F-_O
o = ZU. * ALGGI_(_ECT_IP)
IF(o. GT.OdMAX) J_MAX = O
I CO_T INUC
C * * * *
C * * * *
_RITE(6,2) lEND
2 FOR_AT(/SX,8HNSIZE = ,15/)
C * * **
CALL SCALE {D_MAX ,vIAXoCL )
C * * **
C THE ORDINATE WILL VARY FROM(_,AX_CL-SU) D_ LiP
C TO I,IAXSCL Dc_.
DO 33 I = 1,5_
30 IA( I ) = lh
O0 5 I = 1,6
5 M_,( I ) : MAXSCL - I_*(6-I )
MAXF = ADS(FLO)
IF(AoS(FHI ).6T.MAXF} MAXF = Ar_3(FHI }
NAMFLF = 0
IF NAXFoGT.I._3) NAMEF = 3
IF MAXF.GT°I.E6) NAME: = 6
IF MAXF.GT°I.E9) ;'_AtiE: = 9








WRITE(6,7) (_ir!(1),l = 1,6)
7 FORNAT (/TX, I4,4(bX, 14) , 5X, I4)
^RITe(6,8)





IF(NAMEF.E_.3) FFACT = i._-_
IF(NAMtF.E_.b) FF_CT : I.E-6
IF(NAMEF.E_.9) FFACT = I.E-9
FLO = FLO * FFACT
FH[ = FHI * FFACT
DELFt = DELF * FFACT
FLOPRT = DELFI*(NST -I -N/2)
uO 10 I = I,IEND
_ECTNP = CA_5(A(NST + I - i))
IFIOECTMP.LT.I._-}_) uECTMP = I.E-30
= 20. * ALOGI_(DECT_P)
= 50 + _ - MAX_CL
J = I - I
XJ = J
FRE_ = FLOPRT + XJ * DELFt
IFIM.LT.U} GO TO 5u
IF(M.EQ.v) GO TO 3_
DO 1515 II = I,M
Ibl5 IA(II) = IH-
_RITE(O,35) FRE_,IA
00 1616 I! = I,N




















Calls : TIMFCN, FRQFCN
Commons : blank
Entries : WRFF
De,,cription: WRTF generates a printed listing of the time function be-
t_een selected limits. Entry WRFF generates a printed listing of the












_CTR = _12 + 1
FLOT = FLO - DELF/I_°
FHIT = Fml + D_LF/I_.
,RITEI6,Tv2)
DO 2u I = I,N
F = (| - NCTR)*DELF
IF IF ,LT, FLOT) _O TO 20








IF IT ,LT, I*E-30) 60 TO 19
T_ETA = 57,29578*ATAN2(AIMA6(_(1)),H_AL(A(1)))
O_ = IoE3_













Listing of SI(_A-5 Version of those FATCAT Routines
which were Modified to Adapt them to the SIGMA-5.
NOTE : Many of the Hollerith strings in format
statements were delimited with quote marks.
The printer used to make the following list-
ing did not have the quote character; a minus
,Ign appears where each quote should have been.
\






















i O0 2 I = 1,12
2 WORO(I} = _H
CALL FETC_(WOR_, L. NdAJI
IF (NBAO .CO. O) _0 TO I
CALL ELFINJ(WORD, LTYPI
GO TO( 10, 20, 3_, 20, 5v, 66, 7u, 80, 90, IO0,
I liO, 12O, iBu, i_u, 15U, 16O, 17U, 18U, i_, 200,
2 210, _20, _3v, _40, _50, 26U, ZTu, 2_U, _9_, 3OO,
3 310, 320, 33U, ]_U, 350, 360, 37U, 380, 390, &O0,
_i0, _20, _3UI,LTYP














25 IF {LTYP ,EQ, _) _O TO _u
CALL wRFF(A,FRLO,FR_I)
GO TO X
C e , TTY TIME PLOT











35 IF (NJUMP ,LT, 1) NJUMP = 1
CALL TELPLTIA,NST,NSP,NJUMP)
bO TO 1
C * * TTY FREQOENCY PLOT
40 CALL TTFP(A,FRLO,F_ml)
oO TO 1
L * * CALCOMP TIME PLOT
5_ _R|Tc(6,?Iu1) ((|TYP(I,J), d = 1,2), I = 1,5)
?iuI FORMATilX,2(13,_X))
b_ GO TO 65u
C * * PRI_wT PRIMe FACTORS
7U CALL PRTFAC
c,Q TO l
C * * :NO OF dOo
oo GO TO 999



















































C * * FREQUENCY MULTIPI.IEd
zlb NTYP = 4
GO IO boo
22U GO TO _30




2_0 bO TO _30
















290 NOUT = WORD(G)
iF(NOUT ,LE, NOLK) bC TO 261
WRITE(6tTOul) N_LK
GO TO 1
291 IF(NOUT - IbLK) Z95_295,293
293 IF{PDFLb) LALL POCH_
ITMP = fOLK + 1














32o GO TO 373
333 GO TO _30











370 _O TO 65C
380 CALL INPFOR
60 TO i
3_J GO TO 65O
400 GO TO 65_
410 GO TO 65_
420 uO TO 650
43_ WRITE(6,70_3)
GO TO I
60_ NSLK = NJLK + I
[TYP{N_LKtl) = NTYP
ITYP{NSLK + 1,2) = JCTR
60 TO I




7oul FORMAT(- * * ERRO_ * * LAKS_ST _LUCK NO IS -g[_t- * *-)
7&U2 FORMAT(- PkOCE_INb _OMPLcTE TnRO UL_Ca -,12)
7Uv} FORMAT(- * * _NO_FINEG bTAT_NLNT * *-)
7Uv_ FORMAT(- E;_TC_ LOw, _IuM INDIC_-)
7uu5 FORMAT(- ENT_ LO_, HIb_ FRE_JcNCILs-)
7Cb6 FORMAT(- START-)
7007 FORMAT(- ENTER N_TART, NSTOP, NJUI'tP-)




























DATA APCST,__LANK,COM_A ,DECPT, EQUAL ,',_INUS, N INEtNZ ,PLU_
i / IH- olH ,IH,,IH, ,IH= ,IH- ,IH9 ,IHO ,IH+ /
DATA LPAR=N,RPAREN
I / IH( , IH) !




FETCH IS A FREE-FIeLD INPUT SUBPROGRA_ WHICH RETUqNS
THE INPUT DATA IN LL CONSECUTIVE CELLS OF THE
ARRAY WORD. HOLLERITH IS TRUNCATED TO 6 CHARS.
1 CONTINUE
READ (5,1001,END = I_71 ( BUF_I(1),I=I,8C I
WRITE (6,10C5) I BU_FI(1),I=I,50 )
20 _ = 0
2K=O
NCOM_A =
DO 3 I = 1,6
3 BUFF2(1) = 3LANK
IF ( M-NCOLS } 40,1v_,1_0
* EXAMINE EACH COLUMN, REMOVE BLANKS, ANO TEST FOR
SEPARATORS.
40 M = _+i
TEST = BUFFIIM)
IF ! TEST - BLANK ) _1,4,_1
_1 IF ( TEST - COMMA I _2,6,42
_2 IF ( TEST - EQUAL ) _3,6t_3
_3 IF ( TEST - LPAREN } _4,6,_
4_ IF ( TEST - RPARE_I ) 45,&,_5
_5 N = N+I
BUFF2(N) = TEST
IF ( K ) 5,5,a
* IF TYPE HAS NOT 3EEN SET (K=O), TEST CHARACTER T_
DETERMINE IF IT IS A DIGIT Oq SIGN (NO DECISIeN),
A _-8 PUNCH {TITLE CARD), A DECINAL POINT (FLOATING
POINT NU_BEPl, OR NONE OF THESE. IN WHICH CASE A
HOLLERITH WORD IS ASSU_ED, IF K IS SET, IT WILL 9E
C WHEN AN INTEGER
I WHEN A FLOATING POINT NUUBER
2 WHEN A HOLLERITH WORD,
FETCH (Continued)
5 NCO_,'_A = 1
IF TEST - NZ ) 52,51,51
51 IF TEST- _INE ) _,4,52
52 IF TEST - PLUS ) 53,_,53
53 IF TEST - _IINJS ) 5_,4,5_
54 IF TEST - APOST ) 55,30,55
5_ IF TEST - DECPT ) 56,57,56
56 IF TEST - c ) 561,560,561
563 IF N-I ) 561,561,_
561 K = 2
GO TO
57 K = I
GO TO 4
* SELECT VODE OF CONVERSION, _ASED UPON K.
6 IF I K-I ) 7,7,9
7 BU_4 = :iCDFPT( 5UFr2,N )
IF ( N ) 156,106,B
B WORDIL+I) = BUFF3
GO TO Ol
9 ENCOCEII*.ISO2,WORDIL÷I)) (t_U==2(l),l=l,4)
£'_CSDE (2, ln02 ,WOR3 (L_2) I (BUFF2{ 11,I=5,6}
L = L + ]
91 L=L÷I
* IF NOT FINISHED WITH T_E CARD IPACE, RFINITIALIZr
AND CONTINUE. IF THE NCOLS COLUMN CONTAINED A
CO'4VA, PROCESS T_F NEXT CARD. OTHERWISE, SET TH_
NUMBER C F WORDS CORVERTED IN LL AND RETURN.
IF ( V-NCOLS ) 2,19,1C;
lu IF ( TEST - COMMA ) 11,1,11
11 LL = L
RETURN
* wOVE A TITL- CArD INTO THE TITLE ARRAY.
30 ENCODEI_8,1C51,TITLE) IBUF:III),I = I,"8)
GO TO I
* A CARD IMAGE HAS BEEN PROCESSEB. IF THE LAST
NON-BLANK SYI_DL WAS A CO_PA (NCO_MA'Q), READ
THE NEXT CARD. OTHERWTSE THERE IS INFCR;_ATIO,"
IN *BUFF2* TO I_E CONVERTED, AFTER WI_ICH, FETCH
WILL RETURN T3 THE CALLING DROGRAV.
IOJ IF ( NCOK_MA ) 6,1,6
* FETCH FOUND CONCOMITANT SEPARATORS OR A NUMBER WITH
MORE THAN 15 DIGITS r_ND COUL_ NOT CONTINUE.















GO TO ( I, I, I, 1,
A 11, 12, 13, 14,
21, i, 23, I,
C i, i, i, 34,
D I, I, 5_), L




IF (FLG GO TO 999
35 wRITE(b,7035)
wRITE(6 7111)
IF (FLG GO TO 999
9 WRITE(O,?O09}
wRITE(6,7101)
IF (FLG GO TO 999
I0 WRITE(b,701(;}
WRITE|6,?Iu2)
IF {FLG GO TO 999
ii WRITE{6,7011)
wRITE(b,?IO2)
IF (FLG GO TO 999
12 WRITE(6,7012}
WRITE(6 71ul}














































IF (FLG Go TO 999
18 _RITE(6,7018)
WRITE(6 71v2)
IF (FLG GO TO 999
19 _RITE(6,7Olg)
WRITE(6 7102)
IF (FLG GO TO 999
25 _RITE(6,7025}
wRITE(6,71L, 7)
IF (FLG GO TO 999
3_ WRIT_(6,7u34)
wRITE(6,71_7)
IF (FLG GO TO 997
26 WRITE(6,7026)
wRITE(6 7107)
IF (FLG GO TO 994
21 wRITE(6,7321)
WRITE(6 71_5)
IF (FLG GO TO 999
23 _RIT_(6,7023)
WRTTE(6,7106)
IF (FLG) G_ TO 999
27 WRITE(6,7027)




500 IF (WORO(3) .EQ. 3HALL) GO TO 510
_RITE(6,7112) _ORC(3_
GO TO 999
510 FLG = ,FALSE,
GO TO 20
7000 FORMAT()
70ol FOR_AT(IX,A4,A2,- I= NOT AN INPgT CONMANO-)
7_09 FORi_AT(/- _woNoPt F_, mW, NR-)
7_1o FORMAT(/- _LOmP, FC_ NR-)
7011FORMAT(/- _wHIP, FC, NR-)
7012 FORMAT(/- _w=_TP, Fv, =w, MR-)
7_13 FORMAT(/- CH_DP, F_, =_, NR, EP_B-)
7014 FORMAT(/- CHLOWP, FC, NR, EP5Do-}




7016 FORMAT(/- CHBSTP, FU, BW, NR, EPSDB-)
7017 FORMAT(/- SYNBPp FOp _WP NR-)
7018 FORMAT(/- SYNLPP FCp NR-)
7019 FORMAT(I- SYNHPP FCP NR-}
702U FORMAT(/- SIGGENt FUr FMODp AM, PMP FM, A-)
7_21 FORMAT(/- FRQMUL-)
7023 FORMAl(I- IDLMULP ALO, FLO-)
7025 FORMAT(/- FMDEMOP FU-)
7026 FORMAT(/- PHDEMO_ Fu-)
7027 FORMAT(/- AMP. _AIN-I- GAIN = VOLTAGE GAINp Dd-
A - (6 D_ = FACTOR OF 2)-)
7028 FORMAT(/- LIM, CLP CH. GL-}
7034 FORMAT(l- AMDEMO, F0-)
7035 FORMAT(l- FLATSP, AMP, OELFP N-)
71QI FORMAT(- FO = CENTER FRE_, HZ-I- BW = _AN_WIDTH. HZ-/
A - NR = NUMBER OF SECTIONS-)
71_2 FORMAT(- FC : CORNER FREUp Hg-l- NR = NUMBER OF $ECTION5-)
71G3 FORMAT(- EPS3_ = CmE_YSh_V RIPPLE FACTOR, Do-)
llu_ FORMAT(- Fu = CARRIER FREQ, HZ-/
A - FMOD : MODULATION FRE_, HZ-/
d - AM = PERCENTAGE AMPLITUDE ._ODuLaTION-/
C - PM = PEAK PHASE OEVIATION, RADIANS-/
D - FM = PEAK FREQUENCY DEVIATION, HZ-/
E - A = PEAK AMPLITUDE, VOLTS-)
7105 FORMAT(- (NO PARAMETERS)-)
7106 FORMAT(- _LO = PEAK AMPLITUDE OF LO SIGNAL, VOLT_-/
A - FLO = FREQ OF LOP HZ-)
71U7 FORMAT(- Fb = CENTER FREQ, HZ-)
711u FORMAT(- CL = LOW CLIPPING LEVELP VOLTS-/
A - CH = _Ibm CLIPPINb L_VELP VOLTS-/
B - GL = LIM|TER GAINP VOLTSIVOLT_-}
7111 FORMAT(- AMP = AMPLITUDE OF SPECTRAL LINES-I
A - DELF = FREQ SEPARATION OF LINES, HZ-I
B - N = ARRAY SIZE-}






























,4HAMP ,2H ,4HLIH ,2H ,

















I : NMAX +

























• EQ. 4HSOUR) GO TO 20
• EQ. 4HFILT) GO TO 30
• EQ. 4_DEMO) GO TO _0
• EQ. 4HMISC) GO TO 50
•EG. aHcONT) GO TO 60
•EV. aHNSIZI _0 TO ?0




IF (I ,EQ. O) GO TO 999
30 WRITE(6,7003)
IF (I ,EQ. 01 80 TO 999
_0 WRITE(&,70O4)
IF (I =EQ° 01 30 TO 999
50 WRITE(6,7005)
IF (I .EQ. O) GO TO 999
60 WRITE(b,7Ou6)






7002 FORMAT(/IOX,-SOURCES-//- SIGGEN-,SX,-SIGNAL GENERATOR-/
A - FLATSP-15X,-FLAT SPECTRUN GENERATOR-I
7003 FORMAT(/,IOX,-FILTERS-//- BUTTERWORTH--/
A - 6WBNDP-95Xg-BAND PASS-/
b - BWLOWP-tSXt-LOW PASS-/
C - _WHIP-t&Xt-HI_H PASS-/
D - BW_STP-,SXt-OAND STOP-/
E /- TCHE_YSHEFF--/
F - CH_NOP-_SXg-_AND PAS_-/
G - CNLOWP-_SXt-LOW PAS_-/
H - CHHIP-t6X_-HIGH PASS-/
I - CHBSTP-t5Xg-bAND STOP-/
J /- SYNCHRONOUSLY TUNED--/
K - SYNBP-,6Xg-bAND PASS-/
L - SYNLP-t6X_-LOW PASS-/





A - FMDEMO-,EX,-FM OEHODULATOR-/
_ - AMDEMO-,5X,-AM OEMODULATOR-/
C - PHDEMO-,EX,-PHASE DEI_ODULATOR-}
7J_;5 FOR:',_AT(/,I_..X,- MISCELLANEOUS -//,
A - FR_MUL-,5X,-FRFQUE_!CY MULTIPLIER-/,
C - IDL.V.UL-,EX,-IDEAL t,;ULTIPLIEP-/
D - A_.IP-,BX,-A_t.PLIFIEP--/
E - L!_-,SX,-LI_.AITER -)
7006 FOR'A.ATI/,I'X,-C.3NTR.'7. L CO,',I_,:ANDS°//
A - PRI.NTT-,5×,-mRI_,;T TI'._E _'UNCTIO/_-I
,3 - PRI_TF'-,EX,-P/'_I"._T FREQUENCY CUNCTION-/
C - TPL_TT-,_X,-DRI'_!TF_ _ PLOT CF TIVF FUNCTION-/
[_ - TPL©TF-,EX,-PRI'IT:jR PLOT C,F FREC'UE._,;CY FU,'ICTICN-/
E - £PLOTT-,EX,-R£V_TF PLOT _F TI'.'E F'd'_CTION-/
F - CPLOTF-,EX,-RE_.'OTE PLOT OF _-FKEC,_:.r_'.CYCU,NCTION-/
G - _LOCK-,6X,-PROCESS SIGNAL TC OUTDIjT OF BL3CK SPECIFIED-/
r_ - PRIr.IEF-SX,-LIST PRI.VE FACTORS OF ALL SCURCE FPEC'ISNCIES-/
I - _-ND OF JCB-,IX,-'rER_.:INAT[SS RL;_-/
J - INPUT FOR'.'ATS,_LOCK_A"_E LIST INPUTS F_R t_v.E.r')_L..'3CK-/)
70,J't FORUAT(/,z,X,-SPECIAL CSMHANDS TO SPFCIFY AR'_',Y SIZE-//
- YE-_S-,SX,-LISTE_ APRAY SIZE ACCFPT_.P_L-"_-/
'2 - No-,gX,-LISTED ARRAY SIZE NOT r,CCEPTAR. LE-/
C - N-,I,JX,-SET A_RAY SIZE TO SPECIFIER VALUE-/}
7008 FORMAT{/,- LIST CCv.:!A'_DS - COvv_",'DS ARE LISTED 3Y ,SIVINC,-,
- T'.VO ALPHA_;UV=RIC-/- ',,.'OR.')SETS 3rSDARAT_.D _.Y A C.'2'v'_A. -,
-THF FIRST IS -,lrI-,-LIST CO_!NA.ND,-,IH-/,- PCSSIBLE-,
C - SECO_D WORDS AND THE RESULTING OUTPUTS ARE--/
D - ALL-,12X,-LIST Et,:TIRE CO._'/A_D SET-/
E - SOURC._S-,8X,-LIST COM"?ANDS FOR SOURCE dLOCKS-/
F - FILTERS-,_X,-LIST COM.',IANDS F(3R ¢ILTkRS-/
G - DEvOgULATCRS-,gX,-LIST CO""_NCS _'--'_DEvODULA'r.")RS-/
H -',IISC-_IIX,-LIST OTHER BLOCK COV:'.'^._.:")S(A_-'!:',LII_FTCI-/
I -CONTROL-,eX,-LIST CONTROL CC_t"/A_I'hS-/
J - NSIZE-,leX,-LIST CO.u_.A_DS CONT_PLL!r_G A_RAY SIZE-/
K - LIST COv,'_'ANDS-,2X,-LIST THE ,a_OV-". I',_FOR_ATIC,'q-/)











IF(ARFLG) GC TO 5,;
'_SET = N
*,_RITE (6 _7C,._C) PD ,D.-'.LF
I,_'XRITEI&,7_..I) N,IC._A,'.I,_ELT
2,-,CALL FETCHI'.VOR,")_LPN_AD)
CALL ELF IND (_,','CRh._LTVP }
IF(LTYP .F'_. 30) (..;0T3 _C,3
IF(LTYP ._._, 31) ,30 T,_ S:.'*
IF(LTYP .FQ. 32) G_ T" _,C;








IF(N .GET. _:_-"_T)GO TO IO
NFLG : I
GO TO 9.33
50 IF(NSET ._r". _i) G3 TO 99G
',<qI TE ( 6 _?C_,_:5} N
CALL _RTFAC
WRITE (5 _Tn._& )
STOP




993 N = NSET
9qq Pr)FLG = ,FALSE.
ARFLG = ,TRUF°
RETURN
73,n:_ FORMAT(/t- PFRIOD= -_1P.=.I..".3,- _ECON_.C,-,-_ELTA-F : -,
A El"J.3)
?,';:;IFOR'._AT(- N " -oI6o-, IGA:.' -" -it2,- t OELTA-T = -
I _IPEI3,3/- IS THIS SATISFACTORY-}
70_J2 FOR'_ATI- INPUT _EAKINGLESS * F..NTE_ YES, NO_ OR N_VAL_E-}
7003 FOR_4AT( - ENTER N_ VALUE-)
7,)_ FOR_._AT(- N " -_16_- UNACCEPTA'JLE ** N ;.'UST-
I - BE-,16,- TO MEET }'_YCUIST CPITFRIO_-)
70C5 FORMATI- SCURCE FR.rCUENCIE$ RECUIRE T_E ARpAy S_ZE -
1 -TO BE -_I_.1/- PRII_'_ FACTORS A_F-I)











JCTN = ITYP(NdL_ + 1,2)
io _rA(JCTN + i -1) = w_{t ÷ Z)
JCTR = JCTR + KI
IFIK2 ,_Q, _1 _0 TO 999
PDFLG = ,TRUE,
UO 20 I = I,K2
TEMP = WORO(_B + I + 1)
IF (TEMP ,LT, I,) _0 IO ZO
NFR = NFR + 1












A - FMDEMO-,SX,-FM ")Et.ICDLILATCR-/
,_ - AMDEMO-,SX,-AM OE._;ODULATOR-I
C - PHDEMO-,5X,-PHASE DEMODULATOR-)
7,;5 FOR'_AT(/,lvX,- _ISCF. LLANEOUS -II,
A - FRC;.IUL-,SX,-FREQU_/'!CY MULTIPLIER-/,
C - IDLVUL-,SX,-IDEAL ;':ULTIPLIER-/
,_ - z'.,._p-,BX t-A_ZDL :F iE p- /
- L ;'4-, 8X ,-L I'._ITER-)
70C6 FORUAT(I,I"×,-C.2._!T_,9. L CO',IV,A,NO5-11
A - PRINTT-,SX,-_RI_,_T TIT._E r'JK:CTIO_,'.-I
'q -PRI_:TF-,SX,-PHI"_T FREQUENCY :UNCTION-/
C - TPL,_TT-,_×,-PRI_!TE _ PLOT CF TI vr F'.I,_,!CTION-/
_ - T_LC',TF-,_X,-P_I'<T_rP PLOT C,F F'_EQUE:;rTY FUNCTIOn,!-/
E - CPL'.m,TT-,SX,-Rr-."_T. _ PLOT 2F TI'-'_ FtI_4CTION-/
F - CPLOTF-,SX,-.'REV_TE PLOT r'F_ _-!kE(,#jE '_',,_.Y ;U;,ICTION-/
G - 3LOCK-,6X,-PRO. CES_ SIGNAL TO' ,JUTDI.'T .LDF BLCC_ SPErIFIED-/
m - PRI'4EF-_,X,-LIST PRI:.'F FACTOR_ OF ALL SCL;RCE FPE_'_ENCIES-I
I - _ND Or JC'_-,IX,-TER'..:IN_TES _U;_-/
J INPUT FC.R'.'ATS,_LDCKeA_F LIST INP.I_TS FOR h_v:9 ._LOCK-I)
70,.'7 FORVAT(/,z_x,-SPECIAL COMe,ANDS TO SPF'CIFY ARRAy SIZE-//
A - YES-,SX,-LICTE_ AP_AY SI?E ACC:PT#..-;L=_-I
.._ - _O-,DX,-LISTED ARRAY SIZE NOT ,',CCEPTASLE-I
C - N-,I'JX,-SET AkRAY SIZE TO SPECIFIER VALUe-/)
7908. FORVAT(/,- LIST CO'.'.YA.';DS- COv'.'_'RS A')E LIST-D 3Y '.?'IV!NG-,
A - TWO ALPHA_':UVmRIC-/-'A'QR.") SETS C-.r:OA_ATT_ "-_Y A r#..'2._'_.'_,-,
"_.-TH, F FIRST_ I_. -,IH-,-L IST COY,VA__D,. -,IH-I,- oOCr-I_L_'-_..... _.
'-,_- SECONI) "_"_OSAL.,ANt) ThE RFSULTING ©L)TDUTS ,-R_'-_--I
- ALL-,12X,-LIST E',ZTIRE CO_'..'AhO SET-/
E - SOURCES-,SX,-LIST COV, VANDS FOR SOURCE _iLOCKS-/
F - FILTERS-,SX,-LIST CO.UMANDS FOR _'ILTt-RS-I
G - DEvO_,ULATCRS-,SX,-LIST COVV._';DS :-'_ i%_.v.'DULA'r")_S-/
H -'4ISC-,11X,-LIST OTHER BLOCK COv"A_PS (._-'O,LII ,FTCI-/
I - CONTROL-,SX,-LIST CONTROL CC_-_'A_InS-I
J - "4SIZE-,I":X,-LIST CO.U_.!h._DS CCNTPC_LLI;_G A.mPAy Slit-/
K - LIST COV_,'ANDS-,2X,-LIST THE A_OV- I'.,_=OR,_ATI_N-I)
7C)2_ FDR_.'AT(/- L£TC,."'_ CANNOT IDECCFR_r -,A6/I
END
<
